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/AZUL
Although the Modernist era in Spanish-America had cast
its shadow before it in the works of Gutierrez Najara in Mexico,
of Jose Marti and Julian del Casal in Cuba, of Jose Asuncion
Silva in Columbia, the date 1888 during which year
Ruben Dario* s volume of prose and poetry called Azul appeared
has been taken as the starting point of this epoch of literary
innovations and Ruben Dario has been chosen as the standard
x
Bearer of Modernism."
Ruben Dario wrote Azul when he was less than twenty-five
years old. In the excuisite prose creations of this ambitious
volume he shows a profound knowledge of modern European literature
as well as that of ancient Greece, all seen through Brench eyea.
In truth, it would seem as though the author of Azul must have
lived in France for many years in order to imbibe such perfection
of the Frenc h ideals of form, thought, and expression. Yet at
this time in his life Ruben Dario had never been Farther from
his native Ni caragua -than Chile. Prance is sacred to him,
and of that heaven called Paris he had read eagerly and
"V"
omniverously. "I had dreamed of Paris since I was a child, to
such an extent that when I said my prayers, I prayed to God not
to let me die before I saw Paris. Paris, to me, was a sort of
1. Isaac Goldberg
2. Ruben Dario-
Studies in Spanish American Lit.
Historia de mis libros

Paradise in which the essence of earthly happiness was breathed.
It was the City of Art, of Beauty, and of Glory; and above all,
the capital of Love, the realm of Dream." 31
'
In Valera»s classic Prologo to Azul, the Spani ard
without wasting many words reveals to the yeung Nicaraguan his
distaste for the title of the folleto as he te£ms the collection,
Ee suspected at once that Ruben Dario was merely a Victor Hugito
exaggerationg the flawa of the French writer as most of his
imitators had done, and for this reason put the book aside with
out opening it again for more than a week, Valera attributes
the choice of the title to that phrase of Hugo ! s - L*art c ! est
1* azur- but Dario tells us in his Historia de Mis Libro3 that
at the time of the writing of AzJlX he did not know "the Hugoesque
phrase • • although I was accu ainted with the musical
staaza from Le_s Chat imeots
;
Adi eu, patrie
L'onde est en furiel
Adieu, patrie,
Azur I
"But blue was to me the color of dreams, the color of art, a
Hellenic and a Homeric color, an ©ceanic and a firm amental color
the *cob ruleum* which in Pliny is the simple color resembling
that of the heavens and the sapphire. Thus it
would seem that in this case, as in many others, Ruben Dario
T 'Historia de mis libros- Ruben Dario
• •» •• r » •»
conceived, anaidea without the aid of Hugo* He is decidedly
no mere Hugrito .
That exclamation Azur 1 in the quoted stanza seems to make
no sense* To bid g ood-bye to ones country and then to exclaim
"Blue J" out of a clear sky is ridiculous. It may be that Hugo
with his superficial knowledge of Spanish and with a desire to
relieve the monotonous repetition of Adieu , resorted to the
Spanish Abur , but misspelled this colloquial expression of
fare-well.
Valera is convinced that although Ruben Dario is saturated
with the most flaming French poets, Hugo, Lamartine, Musset,
Bandelaire, Sully-Prudhomme, Daudet, Zola, Barbey d'Aurevilly,
Catulle Mendes, Rollinat, Goncourt, and Flaubert, he has not
imitated anyone of them. He is not Romantic, Naturalistic,
Neurotic, Decadent, Symbolistic, nor Parnassian. He has,
however, put all these conflicting influences into the still of
his brain and has brewed a rare quintessence
,
a galiclsmo
mental
.
Ruben Dario terms El Rey Burgps
, tfre first prose work of
Azul, un cuento alegre . This two-word description of the tale
is as ironic as the characterization of the bourgeois king him-
self-un alma sub lime . In El Rey Burgues we learn much of the
young Dario 1 s character and of his intense idealism. El Rey
Burgue s is the symbol of the master commercialism of our age,
"defensor acerrimo de la correcction academica en letras, y del
*An explanation suggested by Samuel M. Waxman.

modo lamido en artes; alma sublime, amante de la lija y de la
ortografia" who offers to the young poet who dies of hunger a
mechanical music box which he is to turn incessantly, forgetting
that he was once "con el himno en la boca y la lira en la mano."
When the starving young poet pleads with the powerful, industrial
King Commonplace, it is just as though Dario himself were speak-
ing. "He acariciado a la gran Naturaleza, y he buscado el
calor del ideal, el verso que esta. en el astro, en el fondo
del cielo, y el que esta en la perla en lo profundo del Oceano.
He querido ser pujantel Porque viene el tiempo de las grandes
revoluciones con un Mesias todo luz, todo agitacion, y potencia,
y es preciso recibir su espiritu con el poema que sea arco triunfal,
de estrofas de acero, de estrofas de oro, de estrofas de amor.
"Senor, J el arte no esta en los frios envoljrorios de marmol,
ni en los cuadros lamidos, ni en el excelente senor OhnetJ
Senor, entre un Apolo y un ganso, preferid el Apol@, aunque
el uno sea de tierra cocida y el otro de marfil."
The king considers the poet's outburst as vain Stardust
and after consulting his philosophers, replies to the poet:
"Dare'is vuelta a un manubrio: Cerrarells la Boca, Hareis
sonar una caja de musica. Pieza de musica por pedazo de pan.
Nada de jerigonzas, nada de ideales.
Prom that day the hungry poet stayed in solitude by the
side of the pond where the swans were and turned the handle of

the music box which sounded like a useless and monotonous tiririn
,
tiririn , an accompaniment to the bitter tears of the poet. The
poor, forgotten poet J When the winter came, his body and soul
were cold "y los grandes himnos estaban en el olvido, y el
poeta de la montana coronado de aguilas, no era sino un pobre
diablo que daba vueltas al manubrio : \ tiririnj
One night there was a happy festival in the palace. But the
pond was frozen and the swans had fled to shelter, while the un-
happy poet still turned the handle of the music box with its
mad galops and quadrilles. The snow, "la lluvia blanca de
plumillas cristalizadas" , - which the tropical Dari'o describes
remarkably well, - fell on him. The next day the king and his
courtiers found the poor dead poet "like a sparrow that the ice
kills, v/ith a bitter smile on his lips and with his hand still
on the handle of the music box."
The prose piece ends with an exclamation to the friend to
/ it • *
whom Dario has been telling this story. "peroicuanto calienta
el alma una frase, un apreton de manos a tiempoi Hasta la vista."
Here, unless I read too much into Dario's prose, I feel that I may
have found an explanation for the sub- title, Cuento Alegre .
Dario feels that his story of the decision of the King of the
Commonplace and the solitary death, the fate of the idealistic
poet, shows that he himself is fortunate to have friends to help
him in his struggles against commercial journalism.
?* V
The truth is, however, that even with the aid of his friends
the plagues of journalism and the demands of his publishers
continues to torment Dario so that he too like Becpier, the
sublime, whose spirit echoes and re-echoes in Azul, and like
Gutierrez Najara, the lovable Duque Job, eagerly sought refuge
and consolation in the Nepenthe of drink.
The Deaf Satyr
,
although by no means the most excellent
cuento of Azul , has been considered as one of the greatest
short-stories of the world* To my way of thinking, it is
neither a great work nor a short story. Before the deaf satyr,
powerful ruler of a kingdom near Olympus, comes a poet, singing
of the g? eat Jove, of Eros, of Aphrodite. He chants and the
light seeking down through the luxuriant foliage of the jungle
shines with more resplendence. "The most furious baccantes
became silent and listened to him as if in a dream. A virgin
naiad, whom not even a single glance of the satyr had profaned,
timidly approached the singer and said to him 'Y-o te amo f t "
Even Venus looked down curiously from Oiympus and queries, "Is
Apollo there, perchance?" The only one who did not hear the
divine harmony of Orpheus was the deaf satyr. He turned to
the two advisors of his court- a lark and an ass. The lark
gave her decision, swelling her throat as never before so that
the master of the forest might hear her eulogy.
"Senor, quedese quien asi ha cantado con nosotros, He acqui

que su lira es bella y potwente. Te ha ofrecido la grandeza y la
luz rara que hoy has vis to on tu selva. Te ha dado su armonia.
Seno^r, yo se de estas cosas. Cuando viene el alba desnuda y se
despierta el mundo, yo me remonto a los profundos cielos y vierto
desde la altura laasperlas invisibles de mis trinos, y entre las
claridades matutinas mi melodia inunda el aire y es el recoci$o del
espacio. Pues yo te digo que Orfeo ha cantado bien, y es un
elegido de los dioses Su musica embriaga el bosque entero. • • •
Existen dos potenclas: la real y la ideal. Lo que Hercules les
haria con sus munecas, Orfeo lo hace con su inspiracion."
The lark ended her inspired plea, but the satyr had not heard
eaen one note of her exalted song. He then consulted the ass-a
bourgeois animal, whose four feet had never left the earth unless
to kick at some one who refused to agree with his commonplace views
of life, an dnimal who had never soared into the azul sagrado
.
He moved his head from one side to another stupidly, but he appeared
to be a wise man in profound meditation. Although he
said nothing, his decision was more comprehensible to his deaf
master.
"Entonces, con su pie henchido, hirio el satire el suelo,
arrogo su frente con enojo, y sin dorse cuenta de nada; exclamo,
senalando a Orfeo la salida de la selva:
-IN© I
The poet went out of the green and flagrant woods so sadly
4 »
That he was almost ready to hand himself upon the first laurel
tree that ho found on his vay,
"He did not hang himself, but he married Eurydice."
Ruben Da6io is a master of brevity. In only five pages
of La Ninfa (Cuento Parisiense ) , a Neo-Greek evocation, he
paints a most realistic picture of a banquet in the castle of
Lesbia, a capricious actress and courtesan, who is eager to see
a living satyr. The poet, one of her gay company, who is discussing
with the others the charm of such supernatural beings as satyrs,
nymphs, and fauns, is desirous of seeing a numph. On the following
morning, long after the merry company has disbanded and has
sought repose in the sumptuous chambers of the quint
a
, the poet
is walking through the park of the castle. He is wandering through
a labyrinth of charm when he hears a noise "alia' en lo obscuro
de la arboleda, en el estanque donde hay cisnes blancos como
cincelados en alabastro y otfeos que tienen la mitad del cuello
del color del etano, como una pierna alba con media negra'J
(The inevitable swans!)
He draws nearer. Is he dreaming? ]oh, nuncaT.
"Estaba en el centro del estanque, entre la inquietud de 1 os
cisnes espantados, una ninfa, una verdadera ninfa, que hundia su
carne de rosa en el a.gua cristallna i Ah 2 yo vi lirios,
rosas, nieve, oro, vi un ideal con vida y forma y oi entre el
burbujeo sonoro de la ninfa herida, como una risa burlesca y

1/
armoniosa que me encendla la sangre.
De pronto huyo la vision, surgio la ninfa del estanque semejante
a Citerea en su onda • • y quede yo, poeta lirico,
fauno burlado, viendo a las grandes aves alabastrinas como rnofandose
de mi
Later in the morning when the friends of the ppst night are
lunching together, Lesbia exclaims in her gay, Parisian voice*
-
YTe J como dice Tartarin: \ el poeta ha visto ninfasj. • . .La
contemplaron AoAos asombrados, y ella me miraba, me miraba como una
gata, y se reia, como una chiquilla a quien se la hiciesen cosquillas."
To Valera La Ninfa is the most pleasing of all the cuentos
because of its perfection of technique. Afyer reading this charming
little narrative, we realize the great promise of genius in Dario
and understand how even the b ombastic Blanco-Fombona
later unbends to renfier homage to Dario 1 s prose. "In the Spanish
language Rufeeli Dario continues, for me, to be higher than t he
horns of the moon." To me The Nymph is exquisitely beautiful
because it reminds me of Becqueris O^os Verdes . (How fortunate a
poet to recall the plaintive song of the tender Bec„quer, and how
happy a listener to remember the divine sadness of that aongl)
The hero of Beccjuer»s tale plunges fatally into a pool in a frantic
quest for his nymph, while the poet of La Ninfa - the true Dario,
that poet- remains beside the pond, "poeta lirico, ^auno burlado,
viendo a las grandes aves alabastrinas (who seem to him the eternal
* 1 • I I
b -
1
/o
symbol of the voluptuous pleasures of love) como mofandose de ml* • "
El Fardo is salient among the cuentos of Azul because in it
Dario describes a scene from life in a manner which usually seems
most foreign and repellant to him. The tale is unembellished by
the presence of fiauns, satyrs, numphs, swans, sad princesses, gay
French couresans, oriental gramour, or the blue veil of illusion.
It is such a tale of the struggling fisher-folk that Blasco Ibanez is
fond of telling. An old man, seated on a stone near the
sea tells the poet of the death of his young son, who was the main-
stay of his large family, how he and the boy worked tobether until
he could buy a c ? noe in order to become a fisherman, how he fell
ill with rheumatism, and how his boy, anxious to return home to
him with medicine, had carelessly caused a bale to fall and kill
himself. El tio Lucas- the tragic old man "sentado en una peid&a,
y con la pipa en la boca, vei'a triste el mar con los ojos
chicos y relumbrantes bajo las cejas grises y peludas, , • despues
de apagar su negra pipa y de colocarsela en la oreja, y de estirar
y cruzar sus piernas flacas y musculosas, cubiertas por los sucios
pantalones arremangados hasta el tobillo"- is perhaps the inspiration
of that sad figure of Dario' s later and celebrated Sinf onia en Grls
Mayor ,
In El Velo de la Reina Mab, Dario returns to his world of
beautiful and consoling unreality and never again wholly departs
from its atmosphere.

ft
"La reina Mab
t
en su carro hecho de una sola perla, tirado
por cuatro coleopteros de petos dorados y alas de pedreriaj
caminando sobre un rayo de sol, se colo por la ventana de una
boardilla donde estaban cuatro hombres flacos, barbudo3, e
impertinentes, lamentandose como unos desdichados .
"
One of the men has a gift a quarry, another, the rain-bow,
the third, rhythm, and the last, the blue sky. The gracious queen
listens to their plaints. The sculptor is unhappy "Porque
pasaron los tiempos gloriosos. Porque tiemblo ante las miradas
de hoy. Porque contemplo el ideal inmenso y a las fuerzas
exhaustas. Porque a medida que cincelo el bloque, me ataraza
el desaliento."
The painter sadly questions, "<i Por que quiero el iris y esta
gran paleta de campo florido, si a la postre mi cuadro no sera
admitido en el salon? c! Que abordare • I Ah, pero
siempre el terrible desencantoj l el porvenirj 1 Vender una
Cleopatra en dos pesetas para poder almorzarj"
The composer complains, "Perdida mi alma en la gran ilusion
de mis sinfonias • La luz vibrante es himno, y la
melodia de la selva ha11a un eco en mi corazon. Desde el ruido
de la tempestad hasta el canto del pajaro, todo se confunde y
enlaza en la infinita cadencia.
"Entretanto no diviso sino la muchedumbre que befa y la
celda del manicomio."
OT*:;.e:
rocrcrl
And the poet sighs, "Todos bebemos del agua de la fuente de
Jonia. Pero el ideal flota en el azul; y para que los espiritus
gocen de su luz suprema, es preciso que asciondan. Yo tengo el
verso que es de miel y el que es de oro, y el que es de hierro
candente ••••••• Yo escribiria algo inmortal, mas me abruma un
porvenir de miseria y de hambre."
"Then the queen Mab, from the depth of her chariot made of
a single pearl, took a blue veil almost impalpable, as if formed
of tears, or of glances of blonde and pensive angels. And that
veil was the veil of dreams, of the sweet drears which make men
see life as rose colored. And with it she wrapped up the four
men, lean, long-bearded, and fretful.
"And ever since then, in the garrets of the gifted unhappy,
where floats the blue dream, the future is thought of as an aurora,
and laughter is heard that banishes sadness, and strange farandolas
are danced about a white Apollo, a beautiful landscape, an old
violin, a yellowing manuscript."
In l£ Canc ion del Pro it seems as though all the brilliant
unfortunates, unappeased by the blue veil of illusion thrown over
them by the gracious queen Mab, had run from their garrets into
£he street of palaces to join in with the beggar who is madly
singing his bitter hymn to gold. So powerful is this song of
hatred that it seems to be chanted by a choir of millions v/ho are
by ironic circumstances slaves to the gold they despise, gold,
"que nace del vientro fecundo de la madre tierra; inmenso tesoro,
leche rubia de esa ubre gigantesca:*. " According to Valera La

Cancion de pro is written in much the same spirit as Baudelaires
Litany to the Devil • Both are infernal litanies. The Song of
Gold is one of the most poetic and energetic litanies I have ever
read. This humn in prose expresses all the seething rebellion of
the poor, slaves to the hopes of possessing a few pe setas to keep
them alive; all the hitter jealousy toward the rich of those
who have nothing; all the depths of human fury, hatred and
despair.
"Cantemos el oro, amarillo como la muerte 1"
"Ea, miserables beodos, pobres de la somenidad, prostitutas,
mendigos, vagos, rateros, bandidos, pordioseros peregrinos, y
vosotros los desterrados, y vosotros los holgazanes, y sobre todo,
vosotros, oh poetas I"
"Unamonos a los felices, a los poderoses, a los banqueros, i los
semidioses de la tierraj"
"Cantemos el oro J"
The frequent chant "Cantemos al oro J" is like a furious whip
lashing powerfully but futilely against the great fortess which
gold possesses in the struggle of this life* Beside this hymn of
hate, the classic Don Dinero seems by1~a feathery, whimsical piece.
Its irony pales. Would that Ruben Dario later in his poetic career
had changed the prose metal of this piece into that of poetry J
La Cancion de Oro and El Rubi are termed by Valera "los
dos mas trascendentales." In El Rubi the alchemist, Breray,

in the upper world boasts that he has discovered the method of
making rubies. The pjLcarp Puck robs one of these artificial rubies
from the locket which hangs from the neck of a certain sleeping
cortesana and carries it into Mother Earth, into the spacious cave,
whose walls are fantastically adorned with every sort of precious
stones. There in the unearthly light which illuminates the gay
troup of gnomes, he displays the man-made ruby. The gnomes, seated
in Turkish fashion, pull at their mustaches. They all give their
opinion of that false st&one, the work of a man, or of a
sage, which is worse'. "
-i Vidrio I
-/Malef icioj
-iponzona y cobalaj
-
iQuimica i
-lPretender imitar un fragmento del iris J
The oldest gnome in all the assembly arose on his twisted
knees and cried - "Sirs] You do not know what you are saying]"
He then proceeded to tell the story of the creation of the first
ruby. He described the time when the world was happy, all youth and
vt/gor to him in the fragrant spring-time. He had come up above
the earth through an extinguished crater. He was thirsty.
"Me halle cerca de un arroyo; un rio pequeno y claro donde
las aguas charlaban diciendose bromas cristalinas (How much this
ph&rase remings me of the Soneto a Cervantes l|He wished to drink.
There under the green bows, in the waters of the riverlet was a
throng of women bathing themselves and laughing festively. The
gnome, then superbly young and powerful, seized one of them and,

cleaving the black sand of Mother Earth, descended with her into
his domain. The wons&n, beloved by the gnome, rested on a couch of
rock crystal. She was nude, splendid as a goddess, but she was not
happy. Prom the depths of the cave she sent her lover, a man of
the upper world, her sighs, her sadness in exile. One day the
gnome worked with such energy that with his hammer he had
made a great mountain of diamonds: "the earth opened her veins
of granite like thirsty lips, awaiting the brilliant fragments of
the rich cvy^stal." The little gnome was tired and fell
asleep. In a little while he was awakened by the sound of moaning.
"Prom her couch, from her mansion more luminous and more sumptuous
than those of all the queens of the Orient, had fled as a fugitive,
my beloved, the stolen woman i /Ah J" Hoping to escape through the
gap opened by the gnome's hammering, nude and beautiful, she de-
stroyed her body "white and smooth as orange blossoms and marble"
on the files of broken diamonds. The gnome took her in his arms,
gave her his most ardent kisses, but the blood from her cruel wounds
innundated the ambit and the great mass of diamonds was tinged with
scarlet. "Me parecio que sentia, al darla un be so, un perfume
salido de aquella boca encendida; el alma; el cuerpo quedo' inerte."
When the great patriarch of the tribe of the gnomes passed by,
he found an abundance of red diamonds
After the gnome has concluded his story, the whole tribe again
examine the false stone, made by a sage. They tear from the walls of
the cave "rubies large as oranges, red and sparkling as a diamond
turned into blood; and they said, VHe a qui lo nuestro, oh madre

Tierra »'
"That was an orgy of splendour and of color."
They took the false ruby, they smashed 3fc into pieces, and threw
the fragments —"with terrible disdain into a hollow which below
n
faced a most ancient carbonized forest.
Afterwards they all foined hands and began to dance a mad and
sonorous f araclula.
And Puck with his sonrosada smile murmured,
"Tierra, Mujer
"Porque tu, i oh madre Tierra 1 eres grande, flecunda, de seno in-
extinguible y sacro; y de tu vientre moreno brota la savia de los
troncas robustos, y oro y el agua diamantina, y la casta flor de lis,
lo puroj lo fuerte, lo inf als if icable ] Y tu, mujer, eres espiritu y
carne, toda amor J"
And thus ends the praise of Mother oEarth.
El P alacio del Sol interests me chiefly because in it I see
the primal source of the exquisite Sonatina of Prosas Profanas .
The story is of Berta, "la nina de los eg as de color de aceituna
]^resca como un alba, gentil como la princesa de un cuento azul."
Like the princess of the Sonatina Berta is dad when the springtime comes
in her garden. Her mother sends for doctors who give the child all
sorts of pills in an effort to cure her maladyl But only her fairy god-
mother, hopping lightly out of the calix of a lily knows the remedy.
She says -$ro Berta, "pallid as a precious bit of marble," "Yo say la
buena hada de los suenos de las niffas adolescentes : yo soy la que
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euro a las cloro'ticas, con solo llevarlas en mi carro de oro al palacio
del Sol, a donde vas tu. Cuida de no beber tanto el nectar de la danza,
y de no desvanecerte en las primeras rapidas alegri^as. Ya llegamos.
Pronto volveras a tu morada. Un minuto en el palacio del Sol deja en
los cuerpos y en las almas anos de fuego, nina mia"— just as
the fairy godmother of the Sonatina says to her pale and sighing
princess
"Calla, calla, princesa-dice el hada madrina
en caballo con alas hacia aca se encamina,
en el cinto la espada y en la mano el azor
el feliz caballero que te adora sin verte
y que llega de lejos vencedor de la Muerte
m
a encenderte los labios con su beso de amor."
El pajaro Azul is the nickname given to one of the aspiring young
poets of the Latin Quarter by his Bohemian friends in the miserable
cafe where they all meet. Garcin, as he was originally christened,
ii
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is forever drinking absinthe and remarking -"Si, dentro dela jaula de
mi cerebro, esta presa un pajaro azul que ouiere su libertad." To him
the blue bird symbolizes all his artistic inspiration, dwelling in the
immensities of the sky and of love; that is to say in the very blue eyes
of Nini, his beautiful neighbor for whom in the springtime he often
gahtered violfets from the woods.
"Oh] lei pajaro azul volaria muy alto I" But Nini of the very blue
eyes had been taken to the cemetery. Garcin had not finished his poem
in tercets, titled El pajaro Azul . He came to the cafe dressed in a
3h o a
new suit and pale with a sad smile, entreated his friends to say good-
bye to hiin with all their heart. . . ."El pajaro azul vuela. • . "
The next day they found him on his couch, on the blood-stained
sheets, with a bullet through his brain. Instead of writing a full
tercet to complete his famous poem, he had inscribed on the last page
but one line- "Hoy, en plena primavera, dejo abierta la puerta de la jauls
al pajaro azul."
"
I Ay, Garcin, euantoa llevan en el cerebro tu misma
enfermedadi"
In palomas blancas y garzas morenas the theme is autobiographic
and the background is the central American country in which Ruben Dario
H » Jhappened to be born. "Todo en el es verdadero, aunque dorado de elusion
juvenil. Es un eco fiel de mi adolescencia amorosa, del despertar de
mis espiritu ante el enigma de la universal palpifeacion." The
/ / /
Palema blanca of the story is Dario 1 s cousin Ines. The young Ruben,
while away at school discovered that kisses were an exquisite^
pleasure. The eager perusal of Paul et Virginie further quickened his
already precocious amorous propensities* One night during a vacation spent
at his grandmother's house he and Ines were bathed in the light of the
moon "
J
Una bella luna de aquellas del pai3 de Nicaragua]" He told
her all that he felt imploring, stammering, feverish and at the same time
timorous; he repeated "as if in a sacred prayer the great word; el
amor." But Ines laughed at him maliciously-or so he thought- and still
laughing, fled to her grandmother. The ardent young lover was left
like the poet of his Ninfa "poeta lirico, fauno burlado" mocked at in
edict jjpX9
his offering of love. "iY yo que todo lo veia a la husma, de lejos
lloraba, si, lloraba lagrimas arargas, las primeras de mis desenganos
de hombre J The truth probably/is that Ines, the little girl who gave the
poet his first great disillusion, was overwhelmed by his feverish
impetuosity and laughed out of sheer nervousness or fear. This cruel
response to his love seems to have left a deep impression upon Dario.
It may have been the inspiration in part of his h*j.mn to the eternal power
of love,- to the cruel golden laughter of love, in Prosa3 Prof ana3
lay de quien sus mieles y frases recojai
) ay de quien del canto de su amor se fie J
con sus ojos lindos y su boca roja,
I la diviaa Eulalia rie, rie, rie.
"Elena, the witty, the gay, was the new love." She was the garza
moxejaa, with chestnut hair, with green eyes, to which poets are partial,
v/ith the mouth of a Cleopatra. "Bendita sea aquella boca, que muemuro
por primera vez cerca de mi las inefables palabrasj"
The part of Azul entitled En Chile contains a dozen brief impressiotte
'Stic sketches of scenes or of thoughts which flashed through
the poet»s mind during his stay in that country. They are essays
of color, which, according to Dayio himself, "no tenian antecedentes
en nJtestra prosa." The last sketch, El Ideal seems to me the most
excellent of the twelve because it typifies the eternal Dario.
/
"Y luego, una torre de marf il, una flor mistica, una estrella a quien^.
,
emamorar. • • . Y yo el pobre pintor de la Naturaleza y de Psyquis,
hacedor de ritmos y de castillos aeros, vi'el vestido luminoso de la
«1
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hada la estrella de su diadema, y pense en la promesa ansiada del amor
hermoso, Mas de aquel rayo supremo y fatal, solo quedo en el fondo de
mi cerebro un rostro de mujer, un sueno azul."
So great are Ru&en Dario's depths of sensibility and imagination
that he can visualize things realistically when for him they
have never existed except in the reality of his mind, He cqught the
spirit of Paris logg before he had ever visited his adored city; he
aptly described snowflakes, when he had never seen them fall and in
La muerte de la Emperatriz. de JLa China he gives us two examples of
his powers of describing the unexperienced with a startling verosimil-
itude. Ruben Da^io had never toeen in China, All his conceptions of the
Orient came to him through ihe reading of Judith G-auti wer and Pierre
Loti, but the fragments of exotic Nipponese descriptions o f La Muerte
de la Emperatriz de la China are vivi&lj: realistic, Dario had never
known the true meaning of domestic life, of a home. Yet in this
Oriental atmosphere of -fehi3 cuento he begins by presenting the
domestic felicity of Recaredo, the sculptor, and his chestnut-haired,
happy wife, Suzette, With the entrance into the home of the statue of the
Emperatriz de la China tranquillity vanishes, for Recaredo with his
artist* s soul worships the beauty of the Emperatriz like an idolater.
She is beautiful, thi3 empress, "una faz enigmatifia, ojos bajos y
extranos, de pricesa celeste, sonrisa de esfinge, cuello erguido sobre
los hombros columbinos, cubiertos por una onda de seda bordada de dragones,
todo danfio magia a la porcelana blanca, con tonos de cera inmaculada
y Candida," But Suzette i$ jealous, She begins her campaign against

her rival by taking away the flowers which her husband had placed at
the feet of the Empress, One day while Recaredo is sipping black
coffee he hears the sound of shattering porcelain. He rushes into
his studio and finds the Emperatiz de la China - the masterpiece in
porcelain - completely destroyed by the revengeful and jealous hand
of Suzette.
"Y euando comenze' la ardiente reconciliacion de los labios, en
el saloncito azul lleno de regocijo, el mirlo, en su jaula, se
moria de risa" - perhaps poking fun at Suzette ! s foolish fears, per-
haps mocking Recaredo in so quickly forgiving Suzette for destroying
a great masterpiece. The reason for the blackbird's laughter I do not
know, but the whole cuento seems to me to be a symbolic expression
of woman's interference with man's artistic life. Recaredo is an
artist and because of his wife's petty jealousy and injured pride a
masterpiece is destroyed, from which he might have derived a great
creative inspiration.
In his youth Ruben Dario was extremely fond of walking along
the bank of a river or along the shore of a lake at night. He often
slept on a wooden wharf. He watched the stars, listened to the lapping
of the agitated waters. He thought and dreamed. Sudden revelation
of the mysteries of the human heart and of the hidden depths of the
mind came to him. It must have been on such a night of s&litary
brooding that the idea of . Una ^strella came to him. This romanza
en pr osa , as he has further baptized it, is the last of the prose
labios luminososi" Nature is always feminine to him. The star which
gleams from her far-away castle in the divine blue kingdom is a beautiful
children of Azul . "Princesa del divino imperio azul, | quien
t1
princess. Although he is her ecstatic lover, dreaming of love, he can
never hope to attain her, for on many a black night the demon Despair
visits him at his work to torture him, to leave him almost desolate
in the poor garden of his illusion. He flees from his sad labor of
aspiration and seeks hope under the sapphire sky of the night* The star
looks at him with her ineffable smile and from that smile springs
forth the divine verse bf hope. She speaks to him of the path of
Glory, but he exclaims plaintively a gain and again, "Estrella mia,
que estas tan lejos,iquien besara tus labios luminosos J"
The poetry of Azul is called the Lyric Year, named for the
first four poems which are veritable hymns consecrated to Eros,
One of them, Autumnal bears the Latin epigraph, Eros
,
Vita
,
Lumen ,
Rube'n Dario in writing of the four seasons of the year and of love,
worships Nature in his wonted way- with pantheistic adoration. He blends
into his portrait of sensual love an indefinable tone of the
reli gious, Primaveral is of the month of roses. The most beautiful
lines are:
No qju^ero el vino de Naxos
ni e-1 anf ora de esas bellas,
ni la copa donde Cipria
al Gallardo Adonis ruega.
Quiero beber del amor
s
Solo en tu boca bermeja.
I Oh, amada mia, en el dulce
tiempo de la primaverd!
This poem, while describing conventional love in a conventional
manner, is far from becoming banal. Of it Dari'o says "En Primaveral
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creo haber dado una nieva nota en la orqestacion del romance. ..."
Estival departs from the even rhythm of the springtime and
treats of the love of **]fce>tiger$l<wf)0 declare their love for one another
with caresses. Afterwards, love in its plentitide. The Prince
of Wales on a hunting trip, kills the tigre^ss and thus puts a tragic
end to the idyll. The tiger is saved and later in his cave has a strange
dream:*
"Que enterraba las garras y los dientes
en vientres sonrosados
y pechos de mujer; y que engullia
por postres delicados
decomidas y cenas
como tigre goloso entre golosos
unas cuantas doce nas
de. ttificts Tie* no s,, ~iA.bi'*% ^ s^"
oSoS
'
To yalera this is the most remarkable of the four seasonal
poems. In Estival he sees a symbolic picture of the two poles on which
the wheel of life turns: "el Amor y la lucha;" The great desire
for destruction and for reproduction.
To me there is something inexplicably repulsive in this Doem.
Perhaps I do not completely understand its veiled meaning, for I find in it
no symbolistic philosophy of love or life. If all Dario*s
poetry had been written in this vein, which seems too unnatural to
be characteristic of him, he would be far from my favorite poet. He
is restored to his pedestal in my heart when I hear his confession:
"In Estival I tried to realize a tour de Force." Just as a pli ant-limbed
discus thrower of ancient Greece was obliged to go through exercises
I
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in order to better his skill in the glorious gej'ture of throwing the
discus, so the youthful Dario must assay from time to time poetic
stunts in order to try to perfect his luxuriant talents. Generally
a tour d_e force to me is the unpardonable literary sin, but Ruben
Dario, wfto is almost always too sincere a man and too great an artist
to resort to such a base and artificial motive of creation, is most
eagerly absolved from the pecadillo called Estival .
Autumnal breathes sighs of the pallid afternoon of the year,
of love and life.
Una vez senti el ansia
de una sed infinita.
Dije al hada amorosa;
Quiero en el alma mia
tener la inspiraci<5h honda, profunda,
inmensa: luz, calor, aroma, vida.
Elll me dijo:- *|VenJ— Con el acento
con que me hablaria un arpa. En el habia
un divino idioma de esperanza
Una sed del ideal J"
The celestial fairy ^iies with the poet to a mountain top at
midnight. As they stand tohether in a garden of gold, she shows him
flaming stars. The poet exclaims, "Morel" The divine spirit present
the dawn, rosy and smiling like a timid maiden who ppens the reja.
And the poet says, "More. • J" They are wafted over gardens of flower
"dEenched with perfume: the virgin rose, the white marguerite, the
gentility, and the twinings that hang from the quivering bow." Still
the poet*s eternal response is "More J"
ft* ft* ft*
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El viento
arrastraba rumores, ecos, risas,
murmullos, misterios. Aleteos,
m:Usicas nunca oidas.
El hada entonces me llevo hasta el velo
que nos cubre las ansias infinitas,
la inspiracion. profunda,
y el alma de las liras.
Y lo rasgo. Y alii todo era aurora.
En el fondo se veia
un bello rostro de mujer.
"A beautiful face of a woman" How often as in El Ideal
"mas de a.quel rayo supremo y fatal solo quedo en el fondo de mi
cerebro un rostro de mujer, un sueno azul" . And as in other
uncountable moments, when Dario strives to penetrate the enigma
of "infinite longings, of profound aspiration, of the soul of the
lyre, "he looks down into the unfathomable depths of the uncertain,
of the unknown and sees "un bello rostro de mujer" I
## **
Con su vaga so nrisa:
4 Mas* • • ? dijo el hada Y yo tenia entonces
clavadas las pupilas
en el azul; y en mis ardientes manos
se poses' la cabeza pensativa
. a o sdo 1 :, « ao i <is d* a im
,?.d"xnl'ij"fl asieris aaI s-rc7.?o a on s.
9jj oicteoi ollocf
In his lyric tribute the autumntide of love, 3till thirsting for
the intangible ideal, the true poet is speakings Both the form
and the idea of tonal are heraldic of the mature and intensely
sincere Ruben Dario. Of this exquisite poem the creator remarks,
"En tonal vuelve el inf lujo de la musica, una musica intima,
* di earnera j" y que contiene las gratas aspiraciones amorosas de los
me j ores anos, la nostagalia de lo aun no encontrado- y que, £asi
siemjvre, no se encuentra nunca tal como se suena. • . . . "
Winter- a season which is above ail my pet avers ion-
is idealized by the tr-opical Ruben Dario, who at the time had
never had the warm blood of his veins chilled by even the mildest
icy gust of the inhospitable season,
"El Invierno es beodo,
Cuando soplan sus brisas.,
brotan las vie j as cubas
la saigre de las vinas.
The poet seems incapable of conceiving that the breezes
of winter, if they may be so delicately called, do more than
soplar « But there are those who enjoy that shivering season
politely called Winter. For their benefit, then, let us continue
the eulogy. Perhaps, after all, my mind is too concretely filled
with the physical harshness of Winter to rise into a more abstract
realm where the symbolic beauty of this poetic conception might
be realized,
"El Invierno es galeoto,
porque en las noches frias
D L
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Paolo besa a Prancesca
en la boca encendida,
mientras su sangre como fuego corre
y el corazon ardiendo le palpita.
I Ob, crude Invierno, salve J
puesto que tra&s con las nievas -frigidas
el amor embriagante
y el vino del placer en tu mochila.
* # -3:- # -j:- *
En la alcoba la lampara
derramando sus luces opalinas;
oye'ndose tan solo
suspiros, ecos, risas;
el ruido de los besos;
la mitsica triunfante de mis rimas,
y en la negra y cercana chiminea
el tuero brillador cue estalla en chispas.
Dentro, el amor cue abrasa;
s
fuera, la noche fria.
Even the ardor of these verses cannot warm my heart
toward Winter. I note with spiritual satisfaction that never
again does Dario sing in praise of winter, even of winter as a vivid
symbol of a profound poetic conception. An ethereal veil of snow
thrown over the Andes, contrasting with the celestial of the sky,
is a thing apart from the masses of ice tossed down upon the
Mans ant roofs of the Latin Quarter in Paris or upon the sky
scrapers of the "imperial Mew York." It is like going from the

purely poetic to the realistically pathetic, If trans-migration
were a reality, Ruben Dario would appear again on this earth as
some brilliantly plumed tropical bird, or, more inevitable, as
a sv/an, voluptuous and sun-loving, and he would flee from a
snow fall as quickly as the "aves alafrastrinas"fled from the
freezing ponds in the gardens of the Rey Burgas. But the poet does
sing of golden Autumn again, above all, in his immortal Cantos de
Vida j_ esperanza.
Juventud, divino tesoro,
ya te vas para no volver
Cuando qui^o llorar, no lloro
y a veces lloro sin quereK
This quartrain is the distilled essence of ove and life in ti
various seasons, philosophical and far more potent than all the
verses of these four poems of El ano lirico .
Ruben Dario has a penetrating understanding of all
those who possess poetic talents. In his A un poeta he
gives a fine interpretation in the first four lines of the
essential quclities of a true poet,
"Nada mas triste que un titan que llora,
honore-montana, encaden&o a un lirio,
que g ime, f uerte, que pujante, implora:
victima propia de su fatal martirio."
He concludes the tribute with lines from which may be infeEred
the poet ! s constant theory that love clarif^ies a poet's solution
to the mysteries of life.
»1
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De^je Sanson de Dalila el regazo;
Dalila engana y corta los cabellos,
no pierda el fuerte el rayo de su brazo
por ser esclavo de unos ojos bellos.
In the poem which bears as a title the Greek word
Anagke, a dove is singing a roundel of his joy in life, just as
Ruben Dario himself is wont to sing,
Yo soy feliz, Bajo el inmenso cielo,
en el arbol en f lor, junto a la poma
llena de miel, junto al retono suave
y humedo por las got as de rocfo,
tengo mi hogar. Y vuelvo con mis anhelos de ave,
del amado arbol mio
hasta el bosque lejano,
cuando al himno jocundo
del despertar de Oriente,
sale el alba desnuda, y muestra al mundo
el pudor de la luz sobre su frente #
# * # # *
Oh inmenso azul I Adoro,
tus celajes resuenos,
y esa niejfca sutil de polvos de oro
donde van los perfuiuss y los suenbs.
(In these four verses there is a haunting remembr^ance
of the tender Becquer.)
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\Soy feliz] Porque es nia la floresta
donde el misterio de I03 nidos se halla;
pOf que el alba es mi fiesta
y el amor mi ejercicio y mi batalla.
With the same blind cruelty of the King of the Common-
place toward the poor lyric spirit who sought refuge in his
realm, the hawk swoops down and with fury swallows the warbling
dove.
Entonces el buen Dios,allaTen su trono,
(mientras Satan, por distra&r su encono
aplaudia a a<|ruel pajaro zahareno,)
se puso a meditar. Arrugo el ceno,
y penso, al recordar sus vastos planes,
y recorrer sus puntos y sus comas,
que cuando crec' palomas
s
no debia haber creado gavilanes.
In the quotation of this poem in his critique of Azul
these last eight lines were completely ignored by the scrupulous
Valera. He explains later that they are a final blasphemy against
God who is infallible in the work of his creations, and whom
Satan can nevsr profane with his v/icked laughter. It seems to me
that Dario must have been in an unusually black mood of poetic
melancholy and of sheer pessimism when he created this blasphemy
of this Creator, This shallow expression of atheism is only a

fleeting mood. None of his other works is debased by this arrant
despair of the eternal. In fact an admirer could degend the poet
against those among his critics who accuse him of primitive and
shameless paganism. Perhaps Ruben Dario would be a true pagan if
it were not for his thirst for the eternal, that profound and
insaciable aspiration of the Christian era. In condemning the poet
f or this transient lapse from ideality, we should not overlook
the concentrated idea of the composition, Ruben Dario realizes
that too many times in this life crass materialism preys on the
ideal, either prevails upon it to give up its hopes and dreams or
destroys it utterly. His constant delirium is that like the
dove singing in the blue of the heavens, only to be conquered by
an infamous hawk, he, too, may be swallowed up in materialism's
irresistable maelstrom of cruelty and, worst of all, he, too, may
be deprived of the songs of the Ideal which he has been singing in
£he blue heaven of inspiration.
In a mood as despairing as that in Estival, Dario again
resorts to ai imal life for symbols of his poetic comception. I
think, however, that while neither Estival nor Anagke are worthy
/
of Dario 1 s lyre, that the latter is far and away the more artistic
and the more significant, although both Valera and Goldberg are at
variance with such callow judgment.
In jRzul there are t Jiree sonnets remarkable because of
their rarity among the Spanish poets and because of Dario 1 s excellent
treatment of the three totally distinct themes of the poems.

The first sonnet is in praise of Caupolican, celebrated among the
fierce Araucanians, as a great warrior who live for some time
during the 16th century. The Spanish poet Ercilia of the same
era wrote an epic poem, La Araucana. From Canto II of Ercilla's
work Ruben Dario received the incident described in Caupolican .
It was a long reverenced custom among the AEXtacani^ans to select
their toqui by a test of physical endurance. The warrior who
could carry a gigantic tree upon his back for the longest tifte was
acclaimed as their champion.
Es algo formidable que vio' la vieja raza;
robust o tronco de agbol al hombro de un campdon
salvaje y aguerrido, cuya fornida .Hoaza
blandiera el brazo de Hercules, o el brazo de Sanson.
Por casco sus cabellos, su pecho por coraza,
pudiera tal guerrero, de arauco en la region,
lancero de los boscues, Nenrod que todo caza,
desj arret ar un toro o estrangular un leon.
Anduvo, anduvo, anduvo. Le viox la luz del dia,
le vio la tarde palida, le vio la noche fria,
y siempre el tronco de arbol a cuestas del titan.
Y'El toqui, el Toqui J" clama la conmovida casta.
Anduvo, ancuvo, anduvo. La aurora dijo: "Basta,"
c| irguiose la dita frente del gran Caupolican.

It is in the existence of such lines that Gonzalez-Bianco
bases his theory that originally Ruben Dario possessed no
small amount of nationalism, of americaniamo, a quality
which was blotted out of Darin's spirit by his intense
cult of cosmopolitanism, but nevertheless, it was a quality
which was truly a part of the poet. Ruben Dario was proud of
the possibility of his having Indian blood mixed with the
Spanish blood that ran through his veins. It is only natural
that he should sing hymns to the race that is the embodiment
of the noble to him. Although some critics accuse Dario of
later borrowing from Chocano f s apirit, this poem is a proof
that americanismo at one time in Dario 1 s life was a natural
and sincere expression in which he did not have to follow
anyone and that he later returned to this mood. The sonnet,
primitive in its simplicity and yet sonorous in its grandeur
compares rather favorably with Chocano's later Caupolic'an
in the Tripdico heroico of the Alma Americana *
In Venus the poet is in the garfien of tranquility,
but he is perturbed by bft tter longings. He looks up
inot the sky, dark with the night, and beholds Venus, "like a
goihden and divine jaumin incrusted with gold." % exclaims
to Venus, telling her that his soul wishes to leave its
chrysalis to fly to ward her, to never cease for a moment in
loving her. The sonnet ends with an exquisite Darioesque.
touch.
"Venus, desde el abismo, me miraba con triste mirar."
In the third sonnet Dario, as yet unknowing
of the harsh reality of winter, sings its praises again.
y
De Inviernp is an idealistic scene of the life which Dario
hoped to experience in Paris. His imaginary pictures were

probably far more enjoyable to him than the later realities,
Carolina, the fair lady of this sonnet, is seated before the
fireplace of the salon, waiting for the poet v/ho comes in
presently, takes off his grey overcoat, and goes to kiss her
beautiful face, "y entanto cae la vjieve del cielo de Paris,"
In each of the Meda11ones , the five sonnets that
follow, Ruben Dario at once paints the essential characteristics
of various men who have influenced him and pays
tribute to these poets whom he has intensely admired. He
has a peculiar talent for such character delineation,
The medallions recall the poet's early triumph, the decima
composed for a book dedicated to Campoamor.
Este del cabello cano
como la p&el del armino
junto su candor de mino
con su experiencia de anciano.c • . • •"
Almost as aptly does Dario describe his French master Leconte
de Lisle.
Tu' del fakir conoces secretos y afratares:
a tu alma dio el Oriente misterios seculares,
visiones legendarias y espiritu oriental."
The second sonnet is dedicated to Catulle Mendes
s
another kindred spirit of Dario.
"Artista, hi jo de Capua, que adora la hermosura,
la carne femenina pref iere su pincel;
y en elrecinto oculto de tibia alcoba obscura,
agrega mirto y rosas a su triuafal laurel.
f
"canta de los oarystis el delicioso instante
los besos y el delirio de la mujer amante;
y en sus palabras tiene perfume, alma, color."
Indeed Catulle Mendes is a kindred spirit I
There could be no two greater artistic
opposites than Rube'n Dario, the aristocrat, and Walt Whitman, the
democrat. Yet time and again Dario reverts to singing the praises
of our greatest poet. "The best that he can say of us is that
we gave the world Walt Whitman. To him Walt Whitman symbolized
the best that America had to offer, and in Whitman he loved
everything except that poet's enthusiasm for democracy."
The medallion to Walt Whitman is exceedingly
well phrased in its ardent sincerity.
"En su pais de hierro vive el gran vie jo,
bello como un patriarca, seremo y santo.
Tiene en la arruga olimpica de su entrecejo,
algo que impera y vence con noble encanto.
"Su alma del infinito parece espejo;
en sus cans ados hombros dignos del manto;
y con arpa labrada de un roble anejo
como un profeta nuevo que canta su canto.
"Sacerdote, que alienta soplo divino,
anuncia en el futuro tiempo mejor
Dice al aguila I Vue la J Jtgoga! al marino,
Y Itraba ja] al robusto trabajador.
/Asi va ese poeta por su camino
con su sobcrbio rostro de emperador ]"

How ironic that Ruben Dario, who knew so little
of our country, who despised the Democrat's beloved Manhattan,
should be the most inspired singer of Walt V/hitman 1 s greatness
while thousands of North Americans either shrug their shoulders
indifferently or turn their backs decisively at the mention
of the man who sang their glory J This crass under-estimation
of V/hitman is an instance of that sad, innutable law that
"Un profeta nuevo canta su canto," but he is not heard by
his countrymen. In prose as well as in verse Dario praises this unsung
poet of ours.
"If there is poetry in America it is in the old
things. • • .in the legendary Inca, sensual and noble, in the
great Moctezuipa of the Golden Chair. The rest is thine,
Walt Whitman."
In the fourth of the Medallones Dario describes
another of his founts of inspiration J.J. Palma.
Ya de un corintio templo cincela una metopa,
ua de un morisco alcazar el capitel sutil,
ya como Benvenuto, del oro de uha copa
forma un joyel artistico, prodigio del buril.
s
La musa que al poet a sus canticos inspira
no lleva la vibrante tromeleta de metal,
ni es la bacante loca que canta y que delira,
en el amor fogosa, y en el placer triunfal:
ella al cantor ofrece la septicorde lira,
o, ri'tmica y sonora, la flauta de crista!*
s
How well Dario knows his fellow genius ! In homely
phraseology,- it takes a poet to know a poet.
The^last of the sonnfets of Azul describes Salvador /
D^az Miron, as^ ardent a worshipper of Hugo as Rufeen Dario
himself. Dario compares the verses of Miron to a four-yoked
chariot drawn by wild eagles who love the tempest and the
ocean. The Miron of this sonnet, the fireater as his critics

called him, is not the mature, self -disciplined sculptor
of Lascas * He is the young minstrel of the sonorous bardic
strophes, of
.
Gloria , Ruben Dario concludes his eulogy wi
brio
Lo que $uena en tu lira lejos resuena,
como cuando habla el bore as, o cuando truena.
J Hi jo del Nuevo Mundo ! la humanidad
oiga^ sobre la frente de las nac^iones,
la himnica pompa lirica de tus canciones
que saludan triunf antes la Libertad.
It seems strange that Victor Hugo is not mentioned
in these Medallones. Perhaps Dario 1 s mad worship of the
French poet has somewhat abated. In the Victor Hugo Y la
Tumba of Abrojos
,
Dario, *el nino poeta/^had seriously
reflected the possible superiority of the god Hugo to God;
he had questioned,
JjPcr que se va el profeta que al mal siempre
hizo guerra? dTeme Dios que le aclamen y adorenncomo a el?"
But the Ruben Dario of Azul is less torrential in
praise and more plausible to us in the (Seep appreciation
of his master. Perhaps as a Latin author once remarked,
youth needs to be luxuriant, high-flown in its ideals and
expression, for soon enough age will prune such a tangled
over-growth and only the sere leaves of self-discipline
will remain.

^8
In Azul there i 3 a subtlety of innovatioh so
that the cordial old Valera was not startled from his
shrine of conservatism. He does not even suspect Azul of
its revolutionary tendencies. He deplores and later
kindly forgives Dario for his cult of the French. When
he speaks of Azul as a whole, he writes, "En los cuentos
y en las poesias todo esta ciencelado, burilado, hecho para
que dure, con primor y esmero, como pudiera haberlo hecho
Plauberto el parnasiano mas atilado. ... En este libro
no se que debo preferir, si la prosa o los versos. Casi me
inclino a ver merito en ambos modos de expresion del
pensamiento de ud. En la prosa hay mas riqueza de ideas;
pero es mas afrancesada la forma. En los versos i& forma
es mas castiza." But the poetry is by no means as castiza
as the critic would have us believe. The opening lines of
Invernal f^or example, seem too free to be ushered into the
select and conventional company of the older Spanish poetry.
"Noche. Este viento vagabundo lleva
las alas entumidas
y heladas. 11
Naturally it is only just to excuse Valera
for his apparent unawareness of the true significance of
Azul . It is difficult to escape from short-sightedness
when one is in the midst of the stirrings and the birth of
a new era, as yet unnamed and unheralded. Even though Valera
was unable to judge Azul from the vantage-point of our

century, his sight is clearer, his criticise is sounder than
that of several modernist critics. In the prose tales of Azul
with our gathered impressions for more than thirty yecrs, we
can readily visualize the role of standard-bearer which
Ruben Dario played in the modernist a revolution. He was not
merely aping the French, as Valera thought. He was an independent
leader of a complete overthrow of the stagnant Spanish prose
of the past century. As a reward he is high in the niche of
art along with Valle Inclan, (who, although a fine stylist, may
some day be considered as only an exquisite literary curiosity,)
with Benavente, the great modern Spanish play-wright, and with
Rodo', the South American Emsrson. It is in the fantastic,
idealistic impressions found in Azul which are of the most
merit in the final judgment of Dario. In his essay on Ruben Dario
Rodo Tfrites,
"El pensamiento malo que viene revestido con una
pi^ntada piel de pantera, vale mas que el pensamiento
bueno que viste de librea o con una correccion af ectadamente
vulgar,"
The thoughts expressed in Azul are lay no means revolutionary
or profound. It is not the thought itself but the poet ! s way of
expressing the thought that makes both the prose and poetry
of Azul sure harbingers of the genius of the young Dario.
It seems best to devote many of these pages to the
interpretation of Azul for in this work are mirrored all the
embryonic promises of genius which Ruben Dario Jrulf ills in his
crystallization of a new Poetic era.

s
If Dario had been writing a critique of his own books,
he v/ould probably have given Azul a preferred place, for it is
dear to his heart. In his Historia de mis libros he writes,
"Tal fne^ mi primer libro^ origen de las bregas
posteriores, y que, en una mafrana de primavera, me
ha venido a despertar los ma's gratos y perfumados
recuerdos de mi vida pasada, alia'' en el bello pals
de Chile. Si mi Azul es una produccion de arte
puro, sin que tenga nada de docente ni de propdsito
moralizador, no es tampoco lucubrado de manera que
cause la menor delectacion morbosa. Con todos sus
defectos, es de mis preferidas, Es una obra, repito,
que ^.contiene la^flor de mi juventud, que exteriofciza
la intima poesia de las primer as ilusiones y que
esta impregnada de amor al arte y de amor al amor."
Although Valera has pointed out minor flaws in Azul,
he gives Darib great praise when he writes in his ?vdTor,o f
"Todo en el librito esta* meditado y criticado por
el autor, sin que esta" su critiea previa o simultanea de
^
la creacion perjudique al brio apasionado y a la inspiracion
del que crea. ..."
Even in the youthful Ruben Dario there is, then 1/ a
spontaneous facility of language which is by no means without
precision and polished elegance, Dario is his own critic and
in Azul he seems to know his own character as well as he defines
the personalities of the poets whon he describes in the medallions.
He is no longer diffident as to his creative powers. He no
longer beseeches his muse as in El Poeta a las Mus as of Abrojos
to divine whether his humble lyre is tuned for martial hymns or
for harmonious eclogues. In the blue divinity of Azul Ruben Dario has
begun to find himself supremely. He no longer
feels the clashing calls of the ancient and the modern.

He has most subtly blended all ages into his song. He no
longer scoffs at women, the " I Carne y huesos J" of hi3 bitter Ab^o j
he gives them an inspirational role in the work of his life;
he is no longer the cynical atheist of his earlier and more
discouraging days. He has gained a shadow of the faith which
later becomes part of his very emotional fibre and which in
part consoles his ufihappy hours. His sense of disillusion, his
immature cynisism have vanished. The philosophy of a great life,
the emergence of a turbulent soul from its chrysalis, the
fascination of Heracleitus' problem of eternal change all
these elements palpitate in the living pages of Azul, yet the
basic qualities of Ruben Dario, hi3 intimate character, do not 1
really change, In'XBPQsas ^profanas , in Cantos de vida esperanza ,
he is essentially the Dario of Azul
,
although his variance of
mood, his perfection of technique, and his melody become gradually
more profound, more worthy of the genius that he is, as during
the years of errant pilgrimage through the earth, the years of
sorrow, he becomes of age. His melody is like a swan-song
of unalloyed sweetness and hope, strangely gree from the madness
of that, bitterness which was painful as the Thistles of his first
philosophy of life.

Prosas Prof anas
"Encontrareis mucha claridad, mucho champagne,
y muchas rosas,"- Rodd' -
Not all poets, even those as great as the Ruben Dario
of Prosas prof anas , are so fortunate as to have for a critic
the a 11- comprehensive Rodo who has the genius of searching deeply
into the soul of an artist and of bringing forth its intrinsic
beauty, ^e has cast a light of human understanding on Prosas
prof anaj and has placed upon the poetry his generous stamp of
merit. Thus with the publication of Prosas profanas in 1896,
in Buenos Aires, Dario gained general recognition as the leader
of modernising ,
Rodo^s analysis, limited as it is to but one work of
the poet, cannot reveal the complete Ruben Dario, Although the
essential qualities of the poet remain eternal, his spirit, his
art gradually and consciously grow and there is as great an
inner change displayed in the verses of Prosas prof anas which
contrasts with Azul as exists between Azul and the juvenile Abrojos.
All these earlier works, without doubt are primarily aesthetic, but
Prosas prof anas the poet has reached the culmination of his
aesthetics and henceforth turns to a synthe4$$ of the entire
man as in Cantos de vida y esperanza ,
Ruben Dario has a unique flair for selecting titles
for his books. As Ajjul, Prosas profanas caused commotion in
literary circles. Why Prosas prof anas ? The work is neither prose
nor profane. Clearly a literal translation of the title
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serves for nothing. In reality the Pro3as prof anas has a very
deep and logical meaning, "In his study of the Old Spanish poets
Dario became familiar with their use of Prosa in the sense of
'poem in the vernacular, 1 He knew, too, the sequences of prose3
,
Latin hymns that resulted in the setting or wor&s to the music
following the allehuis in the Roman Catholic liturgy, a
practice that became popular in the early 10th century. That the
title was suggested by these sacred proses of the liturgy is
clearly indicated by the second element, Prof anas , that is,
'not sacred, 1 , • . . , Just as the liturgical hymns, the 'sacred
proses,' broke away from the quantitive meters of Latin verse
and came to depend for their rhythmns upon accent, so the 'profane
proses' of Dario broke away from conventionality in form and content."
Especially in the prose of Azul Ruben Dario is a
Parnassian sculptor while in Prosas Profanas he interprets many of the
ideas of Azul like a symbolistic miisician.
"La Grecia clasica y la Francia de
Luis XV le daran, alternativamente, objetos
para sus decoraciones simbolos todos de una
organizacion espiritual que huye lo ordinario
como el armino. ama prodigiar la seda, el oro,
el marinol. Da entrada a los materiales de
2
que, si fuese s$iya la lampara de Aladino."
1, George W, Umphrey
Ruben DaAfto, Hispania, March 1919. Vol.11 No.
2
2# Rodo- Cinco ensayos- Page 262.

(Perhaps there i3 much truth in Anatole'.. Pranced* s theory of
artistic creation: That an artist must be in poor, ugly, even
filthy surroundings so that he will feel himself compelled
to lift his soul, at least, out of the sordidness and
ghast lines s of his poor life, and dwell in the world of
illusion. Perhaps, also, if Ruben Dario had possessed the
magic lamp of Aladdin, his artistic longings night have been
satiated within surroundings of silks, gold, and marble.)
Era un aire suave, the first verses of Prosas prof anas
,
shows the poet's feeling toward the eternal power of woman
with her love and its cruel golden laughter. Although the
Marquise Eulalia seems to belong to the court-life of
Versailles in the 18th century, she is really the symbol of love of
all times and of all countries.
Era un aire suave, de pausados giros;
el hada Harmonia ritmaba sus vuelos;
e iban frases vagas y tenues suspiros
entre los sollozos de los viiloncelos,
*3o "vp *m ~i\ •>!" '/c "/»"
y, Al oir las que j as de sus caballeros
rie, rie, rie, la divina Eulalia,
pues son su tesoro las flechas de Eros,
el cinto de Cipria, la rueca de Onf alia.
* # # $ * # * #
Es noche de fiesta, y el baile de trajes
ostenta su gloria de trianfos mundanos.
La divina Eulalia, vestida de encajes,
una flor destroza con sus tersas manos»
* * « * # »,.<• *- *
d Fue acaso en el^Norte o en el Mediodia?
Yo el tiempo y el dia y el pais ignoro,
,
pero se^ que Eulalia rie todavla,
l y es cruel y eterna su risa de oro I
v.
How often Dario shows himself fearful of disillusion,
of the flight of love.1 How deeply he feels that the divine
Eulalia may take from her treasure an arrow of Eros, pierce
his heart, only to destroy it as "una flor destroza con sus
tersas manos J" All that remains of love for him is her
cruel golden laughter.
"'Era un aire suave 1 dice el titulo
de estos primeros versos, Y ademas del aire efectivamente
acariciador que Simula en ellos el ritmo, ellos os halagaran
los ojos con todas los primores de la linea y todas las
delicadezas del color. Todo el ambiente es una caricia y
to do lo que pasa parece salir del la aljaba de la voluptuosidad.
La composicion es de un tono enteramente nuevo en nuestro
idioma.l"
Clearly Rodo has enshrouded himself in the "caressing
s
atmosphere" which Dario intended for this hymn to love*
In this one poem there is made mention of the
mythology of ancient Greece, Hungarian VfcLins, Italian music,
Louis XW, Louis XV, Madame de Pompadour, the Petit Trianon,
the statue of Mercury "by Giovanni da Bologna, How exceedingly
cosmopolitan Dario has become]
Divagaeion is an evocation to Greece not the
Greece of the Greeks, but the neo-classical Greece of the
eighteenth century in France.
1. Rodo-Cineo ensayos- Page 272.
1«
d Te gusta amor en griego? Yo las fiestas
galantes busco, en donde se recuerde,
al suave son de ritmicas orquestas,
la tierra de la luz y el nueto verde,
# * * # * k
Amo mas que la Grecia de los griegos
la Grecia de la prancia, porque en Francia,
al eco de las Risas Y los Jmegos,
su mas dulce licor Venus escancia.
(Verlaine is greater than Socrates; and Araene Kaussaye
greater than Anacreon, Love and Genius reign in Paris,)
Amor, en fin, que todo diga y cante;
amor que encante y deje sorpredida
a la serpiente de ojos de diamante
que esta enroscada al arbor de la vida»
Amame asi, fatal, cosmopolitana,
universal, inniensa, unica, sola
y todos; misteriosa y erudita;
amame, mar y nube, espuma y ola #
The stories of unearthly little sprites a* la Perrault,
like Queen Mate and the gnomes of El Rubi, are almost

Forgotten in Prosas prof anas except for the appearance of
the fairy godmother in Sonatina , one of the most often
discus sod poems of the modernist school. Many critics
attempt to turn this poem into ridicule as a proof of the
1.
absurdity of the extreme in modernism. Others say that
Dario utilizes his theme of the sad princess as a pretext
to attempt a new orchestration of the alexandrine since
t he purpose of the poem is more technical than sentimental.
I cannot say whether or not I might ever tire
of the beauty of the Sonatina so that I might agree with such
critics, because how I do not even understand their criticism.
To me the Sonatina is the most rhythmical and musical of
all the poems of Frosas profanas and one of the most beautiful
gifts to the world of poetry. The rhythm of the piece and
its plaintive melody prejudice me so much that I can never
hope to attain an unemotional, picayune view-point toward the
Sonatina .
"Pienso que la Sonatina que desgrana sus notas en
la siguiente pagina hallaria su comentario mejor en el
-»*
acompanamiento de una voz femenina que le prestara melodioso
y
realce* El poeta mismo ha ahorrado a la critica la tarea
de clasificar esta comrosicion dandole un nombre que plenamente
la caracteriza. Se cultiva-case exclusivamente en ella, la
virtud musical de la palabra y del ritmo poetico. Alados
versos que desfilan como una mandolinata radiante de amor y juventud.
1. Erv/in K. Mapes- L 1 influence francaise dans l'oeuvre de
Rube'ii Dario Page 67.
2. Prologo de Pros as prof anas- Rodo - Page 12.

La princesa esta triste, • • • dQue tendra Is princesa?
Los suspiros se escapan de su boca de fresa,
que ha perdido la risa, que ha perdi&o el color.
La princesa esta palida en su silla de oro,
esta nrudo el teclado de su clave sonoro,
y en un vaso olvidada se desmaya una flor.
El jardin puebla el triun o de los pavos reales;
parlanchina, la duena dice cosas banales,
y vestido de rojo, piruetea el buf on.
La princesa no rie, la princesa no siente;
la princesa persigue por el cielo de Oriente
la libelula vaga de una vaga ilusion.
oPiensa ac£so en el principe de G-olconda o de China,
o en el que ha detenido su carroza argentina
,papa ver de sus ojos la dulzura de luz?
£0 en el rey de las islas de las rosas fra^antes,
o en el que es soberano de los claros diamantes,
o en el dueno orgulloso de las perlas de Ormuz?
/ Ay I la pobre princesa de la boca de rosa
quiere sergolondrina, quiere ser mariposa,
tener alas ligeras, bajo el cielo volar,
ir al sol por la escala luminosa de un rayo,
saludar a los lirios con los versos de Mayo,
o perderse en el viento sobre el trueno del mar.
Ya no quiere el palacio, ni la rueca de plata,
ni el halcon encantado, ni el bufon escarlaifca,
ni los cisnes enanimes en el lago de azur,
Y estan tristes las flores por la flor de la corte;
los jazmines de Oriente, los nelumbos del Norte,
de occidente las dalias y las roaas del Sur #
»
^/Pobrecita princesa de los ojos azules I
Esta presa en sus oros, esta^presa en sus tules,
en la jaula de marmol del palacio real;
el palacio soberbio que vigilan los guardas,
que custodian cien negros con sus cien alabardas,
un lebrel que no duerme y un dragon colosal.
J Oh, quien fu,era hipsipila que dejo la crisalida]
(La princesa esta triste, b.a princesa esta' palida,
)
#
0h, ^vision adorada de oro, rosa y marfil,
I Quien volara a la tierra donde un prmcipe existe
(La princesa esta palida. La princesa esta^ triste)
mas brillante que el alba, mas hermoso que Abrili
1 %
Calla, calla, princesa- dice el hada madrina-;
en caballo con ala hacia aca se encamina,
en el cinto la espada y en la mqno el azor,
el feliz caballero que te adora sin verte,
y que llega de lejos, vencedor de la Muerte,
a encenderte los labios con su beso de amor*.
Dario* s poetry is too exquisite for translation, but the melodious
Sonatina especially loses much of its charm in the English or French
tongue.
Among the symbols already used in Azul is the swan. When
it appears, for example, in a pond in the garden of Lesbia, la ninfa,
it seems merely decorative. The swan is found rather often in
ffrrosas profanas in the same decorative sense, but with some details
of description which are the ideal of the plastic art of the
Parnassians,
El olimpico cisne de nieve
con el agata rosa del pico
lustra el ala euearistica y breve
que abre al sol como un casto abanico
(El Bias on )
But oftener with Dario the swan ai ggests rather than c
describes,'. In the evocation of the memory of his dead wife, El poeta
oregunt a por Stella, the sv/an is associated with the whitest things of the
earth, with lilies, candid pearls, and the f lav/less white of a linen
surplice to symbolize the puiit y of the woman's soul.
In another strophe of the Blason Dario writes:
Es alado aristocrata muestra
lieses albos en campo de azur,
y ha sentido en sus plumas la diestra
de la aiaable y gentil Pompadour,
Thus does the poet symbolize the elegance of the ena that he wishes
to describe, x
It is rare for Ruben Dario to write of a sv/an without
mentioning the legend of Jupiter and Leda/ In the Blason there
is such an evocation.
Es el cisne, de estirpe sagrada,
c uyo beso, por campos de- seda,
ascendio' hasta la cima rosada
de las dulces colinas de Leda,
QOib -.3 09!
J o
Or through a more complicated procedure he makes use of the legend
of Leda to symbolize the figure of Helen.
I Oh Cisne, Ob sacro pajaroj Si antes la blanca Helena
del huevo azul de Leda troto de gracia llena
Bajo tus blancas alas la nueva Poesia
concibe. ••••••
la Helena eterna y pura que encarna el ideal.
"Aun mas o^ue la rosa purpurada en sangre pecadora es el
lirio heraldico y beato la f lor con que nos encontramos &.1 leerlo
y si se nos preguntase por el ser animado en que deberia
simbolizarse el genio familiar de su poesia, seria, necesario
que citasemoy- no al leo'h ni al aguila que obsedian la
imaginacio*n de Victor Hugo, ni siquiera al ruiseh"or querido de
Heine,- sino al cisne, ej ave, wagneriana: el bianco y delicado
fiisne que surge a c^ada ins tante, sobre^ la onda espumosa de sus
versos, llamado por insistente evocacio'h, y cuya image* podria
grabarse, el dia que se blasonara la nobleza de los poetas, en^
uno de los cuarteles de su escudo, de la manera que se grabaria
en el escudo poetico de Poe..el cuervo ominoso, y el gato pensativo
y hieratico de Beaudelaire"
With these words in his brilliant analysis of Prosas profanas
Rodo hails the, swan as the heraldic bird of Dario. Enrique
Gonzalez Martinez, the most popular of the living Mexican poets,
or at least so wecj?e told, attempts to wring the death knell
of the swan with one pumy sonnet, which seems to jfae gathering
strength by frequent quotation. "Wring the heck of the swan
of deceitful plumage wMch gives its white note to the blue
of the fountain. Look upon the wise owl, how it spteads its
wings from Olympus, leaves the lap of Pallas and rests its
taciturn flight upon that tree.
"El no tiene la gracia de cisne, mas su inauAeta
pupila que se clava en la sombra, interpreta
ellmisterioso libro del silencio nocturne"
"TuercSle el cuello al cisne de enganoso plumajje," says
Gonzales. Blanco. Yet I have a vague recollection that this
poet, too, has written of the beautiful sv/an, but his verses are
not so great as those of Darib's Blason , Al cisne , and all the
other jewels in the Wagnerian diadem. Yes, wring the neck of the
• • %
swan. Let the Mexico* poet twist the neck of his own obscure
"bird, and reform, if he will, hut let the swans of Dario float
forever in the pool of poetry.
In the Historia de Mis Lihros Dario shows his eternal
love for the swan and gives us to understand that in his heart
at least, the swan, the alabastrine bird, will never be superseded
by the sombre owl. In Cantos de vida • esperanza
,
"Hay una parte
titulada lo cisnes, el amor a esta bella ave simbolica
ha hacho que tanto a mi como al espanol Marquina nos haya
censurado un critico hispanoamericano, anteponiendo al ave
blanca de Leda el ave sombria, aunque minerva: el buho. • • • "
There are in this collection poems in which Ruben Dario
reveals his wish for happiness in the midst of city life at
the time of carnival atmosphere; "con el ambiente en que ha
florecido este ultimo »mes de primavera 1 " of his poetry
represented by Prosas prof anas . There is a delicious
Cancion de Carnaval a la Bauville.
Rie en la dnaza que gira
muestra la pierna rosada,
y suene, como una lira,
tu carcajada.
Para volar ma's ligera
ponte dos hojas de rosa,
Como hade tu companera,
la mariposa.
The Elogio de la seguidilla has all the vivacity
and donaire of the verses of Spanish gypsies. Of this gay
poem, Rodo says- "En el Eloftio a la Seguidilla vibra la
cuerda netamente espanola, y es^a estrof a alada y balzante,
esa pequena anfora liri£a donde el bueblo ha derramado todos
los jugos de su corazon. Esta^ cantada como cifra de
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espanolismo poetico y como el alma melodiosa de la vida de
Espana.""*"*
El faisan is another night of carnival, but its
joy is not so free from sadness. The poet and his companion
are wearing marquerade costumes. The scene is gay as that
of the Caneion and there is, as Rodo" says, an impression
of the voluptuous worthy of the art of Mendes or of d*Halevy,
hut the impression is not entirely #oyous. The poet for
gaiety feigns to struggle with his companion to embrace
her; she makes him eat some strawberries from her hands,
but he remains sad:
y
Yo la vestimenta de Pierrot tenia
y aun que me aleg4r&a>3 y aunque
y
me reia,
y
moraba en mi alma la melancolia.
His beloved of one night made the acquaintance of
a foreigner and abandoned our poor Pierrot and the moon was
hidden behind the clouds.
To Rodo' El faisan is "una verdadera golosina del arte."
T^e Sinfonia en gris mayor , the title, and the idea
of taking from nature a long series of images suggesting
one color, was -suggested by the Symphonie en blanc majeur
1. Rodo- cinco ensayos- Page 7.

of Gautier, as Dario frankly tells us in L a historia de mis
liferos ; "La Sinf onia en Gri3 Mayor tnae necesariamente el
recuerdo del ma'gico Theo, del exquisito Gautier y de su
Symphonie en Blanc Majeur . La mia es anotada* d» apres
nature^bajo el sol de ml patria tropical. Yo he vis to
esas aguas en estagnacion, las costas como cadentes, los
vie j os lobos del mar que iban a cargar en goletas y
bergantinas maderas de tinte, y que partian a velas
desplegadas, con numbo a Europa
TJmphrey finds in this poem a suggestion of
Wagnerian music, ci s well as the lyric melody of the best of the
Spanish poets.
El mar como un vasto cristal azogado
Refleja la lamina de un cielo de zinc;
Lejanas bandadas de pajaros manchan
El fondo brunido de palido gris.
* * * # 4f # * *
Las ondas cue mueven su vientre de plomo
Debajo del muelle parecen gemir.
Sentado en un cable, fumando su pipa,
Esta"un marinero pensando en las playas
De un vago, lejano, brumoso pais,
# * * * * # * #
Es viejo ese lobo. Tostaron su cara
Los rayos de fuego del sol del Brasil;
Los recios tifones del mar de la China
Le han visto bebiendo su firasco de gin.
ft -55- * * # * # # #
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La siesta del tropico. El lobo se aduerme.
Ya todo lo envuelve la gama del gris.
Parece que un suave y enorme esfumi no
Del curvo horizonte borrara el conf in.
"}Hf •}{• -it
-if 'A'
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La siesta del tropico. La vieja cigarra
Ensaya su ronca Guitarra senil,
Y el grillo preludia su solo monotono ^
En la ifnica c^uerda que esta en su violin.
This symphony in gray major suggests at the same
time universal sadness and monotony. It is one of the most
effective examples of symbolism in literature. Even though
I realize
,
however, that its atmosphere is more difficult
to create than that of Gutierrez Najaras De Blanco (also
inspired by Gautier's Symphonie en Blanc Majeur.) Perhaps
I am grossly unfair to Dario, but the Mexican poet's
orchestration of the color white seems less of a tour
de force than the Sinfonia en gris mayor.
Of an entirely different nature are the two
little love poems in which the lover seems to stammer
over his declaration. One is called Dice Mia ;
Mi pobre alma palida
Era una crisalida
Luego mariposa
De feolor de rosa
Un def iro inquieto
Dijo mi secreto y •
i Has sabido tu secreto un dia?
The other, Mia, has a strange fascination for me.
It is simple to the point of pseudo- childishness
but there is some note in its melody which I
1
can never forget*
/
Mia; asi te llamas
CQue m£s armonia?
Mia: luz del dia
Mia: rosas, llamas.
i Que aroma derramas
En el alma mia
Si se' que me amas,
\ Oh, Mia J i Oh Mia J
Tu sgxo fundiste
Con mi sexo fuerte
Fundiendo dos bronces.
,
Yo triste, tu triste,
dNo has de ser entonces
Mia hasta la muerte?
It is rather tragic to think that Ruben Dario,
for one reason or another, could never find a human love
that was his until death. He is sad and his lyre is aad.
Both sing together throughout his life. It is only his.oetry
that remains with him for all eternity.
Marg arita In memoriam is a metaphorical
sonnet of striking beauty in which the young girl whose
scarlet lips wavered between "Yes J" and "Nol" as she plucked
the petals from a daj^sy to find out whether her sweetheart
loved her or not. But jealous Death plucked her more ruth-
lessly than she had picked the petals from the daysy.
dRecuerdas que querias ser una Margarita
,
Gautier? Pijo en mi mente tu extraho rostro esta;
cuando cenamos juntos, en la prime ra ^cita,
en una noche alegre que nunca volvera.
1
Tus labios escarlatas de purpura maldita
sorbian ell champana del fine baccarat;
tus^ dedos deshojaban la blanca margarita:
"Si. . , no. . . ; si". . . , no. . . y sabia3 que te adoraba
Despues, 1 oh flor de histeriaj, llorabas y reias;
tus besos y tus lagrimas tuve en mi boca yo; y
tus risas, tus fragancias, tus que j as eran mias.
Y en una tarde triste de los mas dulces dias,
la rauerte, la celosa, por ver si me cuerias,
como una margarita de amor te deshojo"]
s
The Responso a Verlaine , the metre for which Dario
derived from French metrical combination, evoked, above all
by the use of mythological figures, the contradictory
qualities of soul of the friend whom Dario sincerely mourns:
Que el funebre recinto visite
Pan bicorne;
~t\ V -it "it
Que si posarse quiere sobre la tumba el cuervo
ahuyenten la negrura del pajaro protervo
el dulce canto de cristal
que Filomela vierta sobre tus tristes huesos
o la armonia dulce de risas y de besos
de culto oculto y florestal.
>.!r it tt
|Y el Satiro contemple sobre un lejano monte
una cruz que se eleve cubriendo el
horizonte
y on resplandor sobre la cruz
I
Dario knows very well how to appeal to the olfactory
sense. In the Co3as del Qid he writes,

Tendtiendole la mano, le detiene un leproso
Prente a frente, el soberbio principe. • .
y el horror animado, la viviente carrona,
que infecta los suburbios de hedor y de ponzana.
This poem in alexandrines gives a picturesque
and generous portrayal of the legendary Spanish champion.
His horse, the famous Barbieca, wis tired out from the
ravages of warl The Cid had to set out on feet« He met a
leper who begged alms, he searched for a piece of silver,
but he had forgotten his purse« In place of alms he
offered to the leper his ungloved hand. When the warrior
c ontinued his promenade all nature seemed to become more
beautiful because of his noble action. As the height of
recompense, a fairy under the guise of a young maiden gave
him a crown of laurel and a budding rose,
s
Dario in El Reino Interior shows a profound moderation
of technique compared with that of Azul # In these allegorical
verses he is more a Symbolist than a Parnassian, He is
quite as much of a Mystic as San Juan de la Cruz, He
contrasts the world of the spirit with the world of matter,
Dario prefaced the poem with a short quotation from Poe.
" with Psyche, my soul'! Perhaps some suggestion
of the S77mbolism of El Reino Interior may have come to Dario
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from Poe*s Ulalume which begins:
"Here once, through an alley Titanic,
of cypress I roamed with my soul---
of cypress, with Psyche, my & oul. . . "
In both poems there is the idea of the incarnation
of a soul in the living person of a beautiful feminine spirit.
The general idea of the symbolistic representations of thfe
struggle for supremacy between the forces of good and evil
in the human soul was suggested to Dario by the Crimen
Amoris of Verlaine, whose poem begins:
"Dans ^un palais, soie et or, dans Scvatane,
De beaux demons, des satans adolescents
Au son d*une musique mahometane
Pont litiere aux SeptPeches de leurs cinq sens, • • "
As he usually does, Ruben Dario improves upon
his model, for to me, at least, El reino interior seems in
all respects superior to the Crimen Amoris . Dario is
always true to his own personality. In this poem his
treatment of the allegorical theme is wholly of Dario.
But Ruben Dario is quick to acknowledge his founts of
inspiration. In the second part of the El Reino Int& rior
he describes these persormages of Verlaine:
Al lado izqulerdo del camino y paralela-
mente, siete manebos- oro, seda, escarlata,
armas ricas de Oriente-hermosos
,
parecidos
a los satanes verlenianos de Ec batana,
vienen tambien.
X'/
A magnificent grove traces its rude profile in the celestial
blue* there is a road with earth the color of roses, earth
like that which fra Domenico Cavalca paints in his hives of
the saints. There are strange flowers, of the glorious
flora of the cuentos azules and among jfche enchanted branches
rare birds sing their enraptured song of love. My fragile
sould peeps out of the dark window of the terrible tower
in which for thirty years she has been dreaming. The
gentle Spring foretells to her the Spring.
Rosy and bewitching, life smiles at her and she exclaims,
"Oh fragrant day] Oh sublime day] One would say that the
world is in flower; one would say that the sacred heart of
the earth moves with a rhythm of happiness; light bursts
forth, grace rains, I am the prisoner who smiles and who
sings J" Andshe waves her lily hands, like the royal
infanta in the balconies of the paternal palace.
V/hat sound is heard, a distant sound, vague and
tender? Along the left side of the road the light
foot-steps of a virginal procession advance. Seven white
maidens likened unto seven whiie roses of grace and of harmony that the
dawn is wont to constellate with pearls
and diamonds, c. . • • Their garments are woven of the linen
of the moon. They walk with bkre feet. . . like a muffled
sound of lyres and lutes, divinely white and chaste as seven
beautiful princesses pass, and those beautiful princesses

are the seven Virtues.
Along the left side of the road come seven youths-
gold, silk, scarlet, rich arms from the Orient
Their sensual and glowing lips, of young criminals, are like
"bleeding roses. • • • .their eyes, now languid, now ardent, are
two magical gems of sibylline fulgency. Beautifully infernal
those sreven youths fill the air with bewitching charms.
And they are the seven Vice3 the seven powerful capital Sins.
And the seven youths cast intense srcyes of love upon
the seven maidens. The Temptations from their dulcet lyres,
draw out vague sounds. The princesses continue on their
w<n y, adorable visions in their whiteness of doves and of stars.
Unos y otras, se pierden por la via de rosa
y el alma mia pueda pensatiya a su paso.
Oh J i que hay en ti^ aibma mia?
OhJi,que hay en ti"^ mi pobre infanta misteriosa?
1Acaso piensas en la blanca teoria?
Acaso
los brillantes mancebos te atrain, mariposa?
Ella no me responde.
* ft m % « «
en sueno dice: '"On dulces delicias de los cielos]
'Oh tierra sonrosada, que acaricia mis ojosj
Princesas, en volvedme con vuestros brancos velos]
Principes, estrechadme con vuestros brazos rojosj"
The symbolism of El Reino interior is exquisite and
of transparent clarity. The details of description of the
seven chaste maidens and the seven fascinating youths are
one of the principal char s of Dario ! s poem. The diction
is of remarkable beauty; the metre is of artistic variance,
and in this allegory Dario shows himself to be a thinker as
well as sculptor and a musician.

In this poem Dario tells, us that he was influenced
by Dante, Gabriel Rossetti, Verlaine, and some of the other
French Symbolists.
Through the poems of Gutierrez Najara, Through
Silv a, through Julian del Casal, and through Ruben Dario
stalks the sombre shadow of Death- not the romantic pose
of morbid youth, for these poets are deeply sincere, but in
Najara and Dario is a faith which partly dispels the sufferings
of their soul. The figure of death hovers over Dario 1 s
Coloquio de los Centauros . "Death," says ARneo, the first
centaur, "is the inseperable companion of life." "Death,"
thinks Quirdn, the first centaur's friend, "is the victory
of the human race." To Medon the third Centaur Death,
No es demacrada y mustia
ni ase corva guadana, ni tiene faz de angustia.
Es seme j ante a Diana, casta y vigen como ella;
ennsu rostro hay la gracia de la nubil doncella
y lleve una guirnalda de rosas siderales.
En su siniestra tiene verdes palmas triunfoles,
Y en su diestra una copa con agua del olvido.
A sus pies, como un perro, yace un amor dormidal."
Dario is listening to this colloquy of the centaurs
"on the island at which the argonant of immortal Deams
stops his shallop. ..." In Azul the poet had merged from
a horrible night of doubt and despair into a golden dawn
of tiumph and of youthful faith in himself. But in the
Coloquio de los Centauros he leaves the Gaiety of the

Faisan and the classic coldness of Divagacion and becomes
deeply puzzled by an enigma which neither he nor the four
centaurs can solve the eternal mystery of human existence*
As in El reino interior there is an inner unity
of good and evil, for as Quiron says:
Ni es la torcaz benigna, ni es el cuervo proterno;
Son formas del Enigma la paloma y el cuervo
•
Of what profound and paradoxical thought is Dario
capable at times J This poem seems to attempt a reconciliation
with the fatal, with the inevitable.
Amico says,
"Los mismos dioses buscan la dulce paz que vierte."
To which Quircfn replies,
"La pena de los dioses es no alcanzar la Muerte."
Thus it seems that through the philosophical
colloquy of the centaurs Dario, wholoves life, is less
reluctant to leave the rosy dawn of Azul and the pale sunlight
of Prosas profanas
.
Although the Colloquy of the centaurs has as a
setting ancient Greece, it is wholly modern in form and
expression. It joins the ancient and the modern with the
link of the universal and the eternal. It clothes
its feeling in the richest garments of imagery. It begins
with a description, objective in the Parnassian manner, but
before its conclusion the poet introduces an element of

Symbolism.
Thus the Cologuio de los centauros is the perfect
blending of the various influences which played on Dario,
for in this poem it seems as though the poet has at last
distilled all the unlike elements of Symbolism, Parnassianism.
a
and the tr^itions of the older Spanish poets, antagonistic
tendencies of his own mind groping for the constant and the
tangible, into the essence of his innate and eclectic
pers onality.
His Hellenism is not pagaa, for his character is
too complex for the simplicity of paganism. In the Coloquio
4e los centauros, Dario is an agnostic, for to all the
queries and the surmises of the centaurs his soul can
answer only "I do not know," Arne9, Quiron, and the reirt
of them all symbolize the conflicting forcrs of bewilderment
at war within the poet ! s own mind, At tehe end of the poem
while Dario is still listening to the centaurs, they disappear
as mysteriously as they had come and leave the air
tre mulous with the query they had brought. The poet is
pensive in his wonder. .... His response to life is
assyet stammering, uncertain, and inadequate.
Dario only rarely appeals to the sense of touch
in his poetry, but in the Coloquio de los centauros
there is a beautiful expression relative to thi3 sense.
• • • • • Les s iente
la montana. • •
. . .
, y estremece la hoja del laurel rosa.
• • •
., y al paso tiembla la Isla de Oro.

/
Of this collection of poetry as a whole Rodo writes,
"es un libro casi optimista,- a condicion de
que no confundais el optimismo poetico con la
alegrfa de Roger Bontemps.. No encontrareis
en el una sola gota del amrgo ajenjo ver-
lemano, porque el Verlaine" que aparece no es
el Verlaine que sabe la ciencia del dolor y el
arrepentimiento; ni una onda sola del helado
nepliente de Leconte de Lisle, ni un solo ^
porno de la farmacia toxica de Baudelaire,"
Just as Azul simbolizes the beginning of the
poet's spring-time of life, so does Prosas pr of anas
contain the essence of the perfume from the last flowers
of Ruben Dario' s primavera plena and with the publication of this littl
volume of '/verse Ruben Dario was recognized
in Spain as well as in Spanish America as the leader of
Modernism.
Rodo in his criticism of Dario uttered a sentence
that has become classic, "No es el poeta de America,"
but the professor of Montivideo intended this characterization
without reproach. Jus to Sierra seems to think 1 : that
Ruben Dario needed to be vindicated in the eyes of Rodo,
for m his Prologo to Dario Peregrinaciones he attempts
a reply to this generous critic.
"Yes," he asserted, addressing the author of
the book, "you are American, pan-American, for in your
verses, when they are attentively listened to, sound
oceanic waves, the muEmu rs of forests and the roar of
l.Rodo - Prologo da Prosas profanas- page

Andine cat' racts; and if the swan, which is your heraldic
"bird, floats incessantly over your Hellenic lakes in
search of Leda, the condor is wont to descend in winged
flight, soaring from crest to crest in your epic strophes;
you are American because of the tropical exuberance of
your temperament, through which you feel the beautiful;
and you are from all parts, as we Americans are wont to
be, because of the facility with which on you poly-chord
lyre there sounds all the human lyre, converted into
your own music. • • • You desire to belong to nobody;
the only words of prose that I found in the Prosas prof anas
are »I raise my bridge and enclose myself within my
tower of ivory, 1 and these worEts clutch at the heart.
Return to humanity, fceturn to the People, to your father,
despite your citizenship papers in the republic of Aspasia
and Pericles, Poets should employ their lyres in civilizing,
in dominationg monsters, to draw them along to the summit
of the sacred mount on which the Ideal is worshipped."
Whether or not Dario himself saw any reproach
in Rodo
7
' s "Noes el poeta de America," I cannot say.
But 'dario „oes descend from his tower of ivory into the
vital reality of life and ever again does he lock
himself up for days at a time in his torre de marf il»

He begins in Cantos de vida y esperanza to contemplate
man and to attempt a solution of the mystery of life.
He becomes less exclusive in his alcazar interior
and wanders through the labyrinth of life more as it is.
His spirit is no longer like an exotic and fragile orchid.
It has become hardy. Perhaps, I say, Rodo' is responsible
for this transformation of spirit, but perhaps also the
times have much to do with Dario ! s growing humanism, for in the
nine years that intervened between the publication
of Prosas prof anas and Cantos de vida esperanza Sp>. in,
after a gallant struggle in the New World, had trag ically
lost the last of her possessions, Dario was forced to
abandon his solitary tower of meditation and to enter into
the affairs of the world in a diplomatic capacity.
Although the desertion of his interior castle may have been
sad to him, it has broadened his insight into life and has
made his scope of art far more prof ound and universal.

Cantos de vida y esperanza
Yo soy kqtiel que aver no mas decia
el verso azul j la cancion profana,
en cuya noche un ruisenor nabia
que era alondra de luz por la manana.
"La ilusion existe,mas su sonrisa es discrete"
In the opening verses of the poetry which contains the essences
and vital fluids of Ruben Daric»s autumn of life, he chisels a
medallion which is most self-revalator y. In this poem he traces
the changes which have taken place in his poetry and needless to say
in himself* A rather adequate translation of this important poem ha
been done by Thomas Walsh. I quote it in part.
Within my garden I took a statue fair.
Of marble seeming, yet of flesh and bene;
A gentle spirit was incarnate there
Of sensitive and sentimental tone
So timid of the world, it fain would hide
..nd from the walls of silence issue not.
Save when tne Spring released upon its tide
The hour of melody it had begot.
These two strophes of the fair statue of marble seem to
I Eleven POems of Ruben Dario Translated by
Walsh and de la Selva
1»
symbolize the inspiration which Dario derived from the
Parnassian school in tne early days of Azul ;
All longing and all ardor, the mere sense and
Natural vigor; and without a sign
of stage effect or literature's pretence-
If ever there is a soul sincere -- ! Tis mine.
As with a sponge that sa.lt sea saturatres
below the oozing wave, so was my heart,
-
Tender and soft,- bedrenched with bitter fates
That world and flesh here import.
Eot through the grace of God my conscience
Elected unto good its better part;
If there was hardness left in any sense
It .melted soft beneath the touch of Art.
It is permissible to take these verses quite
literally, for the poet's heart was really a sponge
which thirsted for all influences outside of fbtself
/
which could make Art a reality for Dario. His head did
not mechanically remember these outside influences, His
heart absorbed them and made him a universal poet instead
of a pitiful slave to foreign poets.
VIda,luz,y verdad,tal triple llama
produce la interior llima infinitaj
El Arte puro,como Crlsto exclama:
Ego sum lux et Veritas et vita

/ IDario seems to have preserved some of his early religious
training in these lines. He is not wholly without God.
He is not entirely pagan and pantheistic, for into these
two qualities he has woven Christianity and has effected a harmoni
io
ious faith. He is as able in his art to combine antagonistic
elements and to make them blend into a theory all his own*
,.rt is a large part of his faith. He exalts art as high
as Chris to Both are ligut and truth and life
Y la vida es misterio; la luz ciega
Y la verdad inacceaible asombr-a;
la adusta perfecci<5n jamas se entrega.
y el secreto Ideal duerme en la sombra.
This strophe is the philosophy of life which has
evolved in Dario after his years of turbulence and of
sorrow in Paris.which is at once his joy and his despair.
Life is still a mystery to him. Truth bewilders him and
he can never hope to attain perfection in his Art. Here
he reveals himself as a true artist. Tuere is in him no
smug self-satisfaction that is blinding to perfection
and fatal to the creation of beautiful poetry. The Ideal
sleeps in hthe shade, but it is always within him.
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POr eso ser sincero es ser potente.
De desnuda que esta,"brilla la estrella;
el agua dice el alma de la fuente.
en la voz de cristal que fluye de ella.
Tal fue' mi intentojhacer del alma pura
mia,una estrella, una fuente sonora,
con el horror de la literatura
y loco del crepusculo y de la aurora.
To be sincere is to be powerful. When a poet
sincerely bares his soul, it shines like a star in its nudity. As
the water tells the ^oul of a fountain ina a voice of
crystal, so does Dario intend to describe his soul with sonorous \
verses. The poet has a horror of literature, for to him
it seems to signify literary artificiality. Perhaps this
horror was suggested to him by ¥erl£.ine»s Art poetlque
which ends with a jab at literature. " :Et tout le reste
est litterature."
Paso una piedra que^ lanzo una honda,
paso una flecha que aguzo un violento.
La piedra de la honda fue a la honda.,
y la flecha del odio fuese al viento/
Blanco-Fornbona, although he praises Dario' s prose
extravagantly, audaciously calls him as a poet a man prosaic
in existence , colorless .meek, calculating, insignificant mull.
He is one of an entire horde that feels art more than life.
Ruben Dario may have resented this stone from the sling of the
bombastic Blanco-Pomboiaa,but instead of retorting, the
J*
sling-shot went into the sea and left Dario 1 s soul unembit tered,
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for the poet later prefixes a short imaginative study
to Blanco-Fombona' s Pftquena opera lfrica in which he
is al). fairness and appreciation towar d the essential
qualities of the poet in Blanco-Fomboma. He likens the
Spanish-American to a denizen of Italy ayt the time of
Cardinal de Perrar and of Benvenuto Cellini. "I enjoy
the verses of this Spanish American poet", he writes, 'Vho is so
much of Italy , so much of the Ren aisaance, although he is very much
of today and has Spanish blood, and was born in Caracas, and
dwells in Paris."
Usually with Dario "la flech a del odio fuese
al viento". In all his poems there is only one hymn of
hate, a savage song that unfortunately is more well known than it
deserves to be, for it has no intrinsic worth of form or matter
— A Boosevelt -which will be discussed later-.
Laa virtud esta' en ser tranquilo y fuerte.
con el fuege interior Ijndo se abrasa;
se triunfa del rencor y de la muerte,
y hacia Belch la caravana pasa.
Virtue is in being tranquil and strong. And for
that tranquillity there must be faith, firm and consoling.
Like Najara, Ruben Daio spent his whole life in a struggle
with the conflicting calls of Christianity and Paganism.
When he tells us thathe has faith as he does in one of
the poems of Cantos de vida espe.-anza he seems

more like a chi Id who needs reassu rancein the dark mysterious
h
horrors of the night than a strong man who ri g hteously pro dims
his Credo, The human prosesiion moves forward toward the goal of sincere
religious belie f as a caravan on its way to Bethlehem, T^e caravan of
Dario moves on,falters by the wayside, again resumes its journey in
search of truth and of the fountain , of faith,but meets only with
a mirage in the midst of a desert,an oasis which is almost as
consoling as Bethlehem itse If. Banally speaking,faith like poetry is a
gift. Dario was born with the one gift,but could never hope to attain the
other , although as his caravan of life went on,his search for faith became
mo re intense wftile his need for solace g rew always greater,
y
The Salutacion del op timi sta is an e loquent exhortation
to Spain after her short and disasterous struggle wirh the United States
f or the ownership of her colonies, Dario uses the metre in which
Horace was wont to express his most profound thoughts- the classic
hexameter, Dario used this rhytfcm,however ,because he feels that
it is f orm that appeals to the c rowd • "I am not a poet f or the crowd,
but I know that indef ectibly I must go to it." But in this
decisive desertion of the aristocratic atmosphere of the
ivory tower, he is nofc ata all appjj eciated by the Spani^
people, to whom this verse form seems far more strange and
u , ,
unacceptable than the same sonorous hexameters used by
Long fellow in Evangeline to his American readers.
O'I'IOI
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'Inclitas razas uberrimas, sangre de liispana fecunda,
Espiritus fraternos,luminosos almas, salve '
The poet stirrigly evokes the past grandeur of
Spain to inspire her living children to continue the
insoluble link of great achievements for a country great as
Spain had been, should never lose heart and die in resignation.
MJentras dos continentes,ahondados de huesos gloriosos
Del Hercules antiguo la gran soberbia sombra evocand o«'
ue a la hisp_ana proge nia hizo duena de siglos.
The poem is a resounding echo to all the Spanish race.
The aboulia of which Angel Gan ive t complains must
vanish; there is still a living shadow of the noble
virtues of the ancie nt Hispania. it hovers over the
two continents wherein are interred the bones of the great sons
of Hispania.
In this inspiring cr-, to the Mother Spain, Ruben
Dario seems to be a prophet as well as a poet, for he writes
as thojigh he foresees the cataclysm called the Great
War.
Sientensy sordos impetus en las entrants d 1 mundo
La inminencia de algo fatal conmueve la Tierra-
Fuertes colosos caen,se d esbandan bice^ falas aguilas
i algo se inicia como vasto social cat-vclismo
Sobre la fax del orbe.
1
7«/
(The mention of the bicefalas aguilas by Dario seems most
uncanny, f or the coat-of -arms of Austro-Hungary has a two-headed
eagle.) Yet during all this world-wide upheaval Spain slould
not lie and dream of past glories. Let the old enthusiasm,
the ardent spirit return to scatter tongues of fire in
that epi p hany.
•
\l asi' sea,Esperanza, la vision permanente en nosotros
Inclitas razas uberrima s , sangre de Hispania fecunda /
Spain remained aloof from the struggle of the Great
War. to which,had she joined either side, she could not have
much, for the Hispania fecunda is desp erately lacking in the
material things ?/hich would delight the haert of a Sancho
panza,but she can add the wealth of the spirit to these tines
of peace. In spite of her startling illiteracy among tfte masses,
in spite of the reactionary non-conformity of her great men,
and e specially of her writers, Spain can more :vtaan hold her
own in the re„alm of modern art. Her genius bunsns with a
steady f lame and justifies Ruben Dario 's exalted eulogy of
the venerable mother country which Waldo Franck regards as still
in the stata of virginity with her powers of accdjciplishment still
latent.
The same note of pride and fait in Spain rings from the verses
of Al Rey oafra-g* .
.
*
I Ivlientras el mundo aliente,mientras la esfera gire,
mi_entras haya una viva pasidh,un noble empetio
;
un buscado imposible,una imposible hazana,
una America oculta que hallar ,vivira EspaKai

As in his preceding works, expressions and figures
of classical myths pass 15_ke a golden thread in almost all
of the compositions of this volume. In a poem as completely
modern as Al rey Oscarhe carries a memory of the classical
times with the mention of the Pillars of Hercules, a warrior
who is especially associated with Spain. In Greek mythology
he is credited with having torn asunder the mountains between
the Mediterranean and the ocean. From this legend comes the
name of the high rocky promontories on each side of the
Straits of Gibralter- the Pillars of Hercules. In Al rey
Oscar Ruben Dario has written:
Por el pais sagrado en que Hercules afianza
sus macizas columas de fuerza y esperanza.
/he same spirit of liberating the noble enthusiasm
of Spain from its despairing prison is salient in a later
poem °pthe Mexican poet, Amado Nervo.
Sois rey
aun en cierto modo, de America corno antes.
Rey, mientras que el idioma divino de Cervates
melifique los labios y cante en las canciones
de diez y ocho Repiiblicas y cincuenta millones
de seres; mientras rija las almas y la mano
el ideal austero del honor castellano.
In this collection for the first time in Dario T s
poetic life his bird of inspiration singing triumphant or
plaintive, dulcet strains, is transformed into a coiling
snake, showing its fangs of intense hatred. Dario'
s
A Roosevelt exhibits the same hatred and fear of the

United States that a boa-constrictor would exhibit if he
knew that he was tracked down by the greay. Hunter and his
r
party. Dario writes these verses which are as venemous
as the hissing of a giant boa-constrictor in a South American
jungle
.
)Es con voz de la Biolia, o verso de, Walt Whitman,
Que habria que llegar hasta tix, Cazadorl
Primitivo y moderno, sencillo y cornplicado
.
Con un algo de Washington y cuatro de Nemrodl
Eres los Estados Unidos, Eres el futuro invasor
De la America ingenua que tiene sangre indigena
Que aun reza a Jesucristo y aun habla en espahol.
You are rich,
To the cult of Hercules you join the cult of Mammon;
And lighting the way of facile conquest
Liberty raises its torch before New York.
With this picture of the cruel and grasping
Philistine Dario contrasts the fragrant America, of Columbus,
Catholic America, Spanish America, "That America.
.which trembles with hurricanes and lives on love;"
the America in which the noble Guatemoc said,
" I am in no bed of roses."
The hissing hymn of hatred ends with a final,
threatening lash to Roosevelt.
Tened cuidado. I Vive la America espariolal
Hay mil cachorros sueltos del Leon espahol.
Se necesitara", Roosevelt, ser, por Dios mismo.
El Riflero terrible y el guerte Cazador,
Para poder tenernos en vuestras ferreas garras
.
Y pues contais con todo, falta una cosa. | Dios
I
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What a stirring martial hymn this diatribe would
make if ever the time comes that the thousands of whelps
that have sprung from the Lion of Spain feel that the
hunters of the North are preying on their landi
What an irresistable call-to-arms is this A Roosevelt I
Ruben Darfo's tendencies toward Symbolism are
particularly strong in his devotion to the swan, the
favorite u ave alaiDastrina" of both Azul and Prosas profanas .
In Que signo haces, oh Cisne , con tu encorvado cuello
the poet considers the curved neck of the bird as representing
an interrogation point and the poet wonders about the political
destiny of his country and of the world:
Nos predican la guerra con aguilas feroces,
C-erifaltes de antano revienen a los punos
.
dSeremos entregados a los barbaros fieros?
^Tantos millones de hombres hallaremos ingles?
Again his almost insane fear of the powerful
North Americans I
Even though Dario has forsaken the calm solitude
of his tower of ivory for the turbulent ways of life, he
longs for his old serene haunt where he could meditate in sadness
for it really made him happy to be sad. There is more than a
little of of the "tristeza inmortal de ser divino"-

7S
an immortal phrase with which he characterizes Cervantes in
s
a sonnet to this great Spanish spirit, in the soul of Dario himself.
In his nostagalia for his alcazar interior
Dario turns to Cervantes for consolation. For a life of
s
politics could never bring peace to Dario. He is a poet
not a statesman. He pours all the sadness of his unhappy hours into his
Soneto a Cervantes
Though heavy hours I pass mournful days
in solitude, Cervantes is to me
A faithful friend. He lightens gloom with gree;
A restful hand upon my head he lays
Life in the hues of nature he portrays;
A golden helmet jewelled brilliantly,
He gives my dreams, that wander far and free.
It is for me he sighs, he laughs, he prays.
The Christian and the lover and the knight
Speak like a steamlet clear and crystalline.
I lova and marvel at his spirit bright.
Beholding how, by mystic Fate's design
The whole world now drinks mirth and righ delight
From deathless sadness of a life divine J
Dario detested thellife that went on around him,
he evocations to the past are futile attempts to escape
from the sordidness and hardness of life as it really was.
His tetania de nuestro senor Don Quijoter is a plaintive
groping call to the steadfast rock of faith and kndly humor
that is Cervantes. "Pray for us who are hungry for life,
our souls groping and our faith lost. . . for w8 aa©e ] without .e,
s>oul,, without life, without Qui jote, with neither wings no r
feet, with neither .Jancho nor God." He seems to feel like
a poor derelict tossed about by the uncertain wr.ves of his
# Translation by alice Stone Blcckwell.
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cosmopolitan and contemporary philosophy. Its powers for
healing his soul are almost nil.
De tantas tristezas, de dolores tantos,
de los 3uperhombres de iNietzche, de cantos
aforos, recetas que firma un doctor,
de las epidemia3 de ^horribles blasfemias
de las adacemias, libranos, senorj
" La Letania de T-Iuestro senor Don Qui jot e
s
afirma otra vez mi arraigade idealismo, mi pas ion por lo
elevado y heroico. La f igura del caballero simbolico
s
esta coronada de luz y de tristeza. En el poema se intenta
la sonrisa del Humour como un recuerdo de la portentosa creacion cervant*
s
na mas tras el sonreir esta el rostro de la humana
tortura ante las realidades que ne tocan la
complexion y el pellejo de Sancho,"
In Lo Fatal , there is an echo of the ele .gaic Becquer, there
is the same meditation on the meaning of lif e. From where do we
come? Whither do we go? Why? In his soul»s anguish Dario envies
the tree that hardly feels and even more the wholly insenseble rock,
"for there is no greater grief than that of living,
nor more grievous woe than conscious life,"
Lo que no conocemos y apenas sospechamos,
Y la carne que tienta con sus frescos racimos
Y la tumba que aguarda con sus funebres ramos,
Y no saber a donde vamos
Ni de donde venimos, . • .
"En Lo Fatal contra mi a rraigada religosidad y a pesar mio se
livanTa como una sombra temerosa un fantasma de desolaciori
y de duda,"
In Nocturno, which also breathes forth the vague fragrance of Be'cquer,
there is a tone of uncertainty, of bewilderment and wonder.
1, and 2, Ruben Dario- Historia de mis Libros- Page 97-93

Los que auscultasteis el corazon de la noche,
Los que por el insoranio tenaz habeis oido
El cerrar de una puerta, el re sonar de un coche
Le^jano, un eco vago, un ligero ruido...
los instantes del silencio raisterioso
cuando surgen de su prision los olvidados
En la hora de los muertos,en la hora del reposo,
Sabre'is leer estos versos, de amargor impregnados
.
Como en un vaso,vierto en ellos mis dolores
De le^janos recuerdos y desgracias funestas,
Y los tristes nostalgias de mi alma,ebria de flores
Y el duelo de mi corazon, triste de fiestas.
-::-j:--:c- xxx *#
Later in El canto errant
e
Darib feels himself
assailed by the same doubts and wonderings. In Eheu he
writes
,
Here by the Latin sea,
I speak the truth:
In rock, in oil and wine
I feel my antiquity.
Oh, how old I am, good God
Oh, how ancient I am..,
V/hence comes my song?
And I, whither am I going?
The knowledge of myself is
Is costing me
Many abysmal moments,
and the how ani the when. • . .
In the Canto de esperanza there is ideal hppe
mingled with the uncertainty with which life taints all
ideality." . • • Canto de esp -ranza v uelvo mis ojos al
inmenso resplandor de la figura de Cristo, y grito por su
retorno, como salvacion ante los desastEes de la tierra en-
* Translation by Alice' Stone Blackwell.

envenenada por las pasiones de los hombres."
The "blue is stained v/ith a vast raven-flight;
A wind blows threatened in pestilences blight;
in the far east, men slay in deadly flight,
# # * # * * * * ft
Gome, then, Lord, thine own true glory show J
Gome with stars trembling and with earth quakes throe:
Bring love and peace from out the gulf below J
Let thy white horse the prophet sow, pass by,
Thy wonderous clarion sound from heaven on high]
My burning heart shall in thy censer lie.
y /
No, Ruben Dario is not an elemental pagan, "Certainly
there exists in me, from the beginning of my life, the
profound preoccupation v/ith the end of existence, the terror
of the unknown, the fear of the t omb, or rather, of that
moment in which the heart ceases its uninterrupted task
and life disappears from our body. In my desolation I have
rushed to God as a refuge, I seized upon prayer as upon a
parachute, I have been filled with anguish when I sounded
th e depths of my faith and found it insufficiently sturdy
and rooted, when the conflict of ideas has caused me to waver
and I have felt that I had no constant and certain support.
All philosophies have appeared im otent to me, and some
abominalle and the work of madmen and malefactors. On
the other hand, from Marcus Aurelius to Bergpn, I have
greeted with gratitude those who bring wings, tranquillity,
pnd pleasurable flights and teach us to understand in the
* Translation by Alice Stone Blackwell,

best manner possible the enigma of our earthy existence, • • "
There is more than groping in despair, humns of
hate, and self-revelation in the Cantos de vida j_ esperanza .
In the March"* triunf al there is pure, unadulterated joy,
S
the joy of living and of creating. Dario calls this poem
"Un triunf o de decoracion y de musica."
Ya viene el cortejo]
Ya viene el cortejo. Ya se oyen los claros clarines.
La espada se anuncia con vivo reflejo;
Ya viene, oro, y hierro, el c ortejo de los paladines.
This poem is exceedingly original in form and
vibrates with freedom from sorrow- a mental state most
rare v/ith Dario'.
In this volume there is another medallion to a poet
even more striking than that of Prosas profanas.
YPorres de Dios J IPoetasJ
Pararrayos ^celestes,
que resistds las duras tempestades,
como creastas escuetas,
como picos agrestes,
rompeolas de las eternidadesj
The role of the swans- the eternal:; swans in a poem
of the part called Los Cianes , En la muerte de Rafael Nu hez
,
is to represent the Sphynx v/ho regards the mysteries of life and death.

el pensador llego a la barda negra;
y le vieron hundirse
en las brumas del lago de Misterio
los ojos de los Cisnes.
This poem is a beautiful eulogy to the Columbian
poet Doctor Rafael Nunez;
In antes de todo
,
gloria a ti, Leda the figure
of the swan is used to personify luxury through the
evocation of the legend of Leda
Por un niinuto, oh Cisne, juntare mis anhelos
a los de tus dos alas que abrazaron a Leda,
Las dignidades de vuestros actos,
eternizadas en lo infinito.
hacen que sean ritmos exact os,
voces de ensueno, luces de mito.
De orgullo olimpico soi s el resumen
oh, blancas urnlas de la armonia.
In Proposito primaveral the swan symbolizes the
voluptuous elegance which the poet wishes to portray.
el bianco c isne del lago azul navega
en el magico parque de mis triunfos testigo.
En el erecto termino coloco una corona
En que de rosas frescas la purpura flefe ona;
y en tanto canta el agua bajo el boscaje obscuro,
Apurare • •
las aliforas de oro del divino Epicure.

But the most exqi isite and immortal poem of the
whole collection of Cantos de vida esperanza, in which
life dominates hope, is O neion de primavera en otono.
"
• « • • • digo adios a los anos floridas, en una melancolica
* / /
sonata, que si se insifcste en parangonar, tendrea su melodia
y
algo como sentimental eco musetiano. Es de todas mis poesias
la que mas s-e-airres y fraternos corazones ha conquistado. • • • "
This poem of youth that has departed and of the
poet's sad yet hopef^ul farewell has been called by many
critics the most excellent Spanish poem since the sixteenth
century. This praise is little enough, for there is something
of the immortal in its haunting and divine melody.
The Strophe v/hich is the most melodious of all, pregnant
with the feeling of spring time in the autumntide, is repeated
like a chant at intervals.
Juventud, divino tesoro
ya te vas para no volverj
Cuando quiero llo^rar, no lloro • • . •
y a veces lloro sin querer.
The poet describes his early loves, a fragment of
the plural and celestial history of his heart. He begins and ends his
remembrances of t^ese earthly and fleeting joys
with the plaintive chant.
* (Jonzalez Blanco- Estudio preliminar- Page 11.

iY las demas J En tantos cliraas,
en tantas tierras, siempre son,
si no pretexto de mis rimas,
fantasmas de mi corazon.
Then follows a strophe that is unforgettable in its
sadness and in what I believe to be its utter sincerity.
/En vano busque a la princesa
que esta&a triste de esperar.
La vida es dura, Amarga y pesa.
Ya no hay princesa que cantarj
It may seem strange that in the plural history
of Ruben Dario's love that he found no princess to whom he might sing
his ardent himns of love. But always those
loves who had the tee noble soul of a princess were also
sensitive and timid like the gentle paloraa blanca of Azul
while those who responded to his passion had souls of the
most earthy and the eSmmonest clay, if they had any soul
at all one of them a princess would have been sardonic.
Even though the poet himself was grossly physical at times,
he could rise far above the flesh pots and could chant
exalted hymns. In these moments of spiritual soarings into
the celestial blue, the garzas morenas became r t.pulsivei and
odious to him. Yet he needed these women of alegre vivir

to solace him in his melancholy hours, for the
great Cervantes alone could not quench the
s
fire of Dario 1 s longing for earthly love:
Mas a pesar del tiemr,o terco
mi sed de amor no tiene fin;
con el cabello gris, me^acrco
a los rosales del £ardin. \ • • • •
To Dario the rosales del j ardin symbolize youth in the garden
of love* Even though the poet is gray-haired, still he seeks the ros
of love. His search for thses divine flowers knows no end, • • •
*
l Juventud, divino tesoro,
ya te vas para no volverj
Cuando quiero llorar, no lloro. • . .
y a veces lloro sin querer,
| Mas es mis el Alba de Oro
j
With this one exclaimation does the poet add hope to his
song of life that has been,
"The Cantos de vida esperanza is the keystone of
Dario 1 s poetical arch. It most exemplifies the man that wrote
it; it most reveals his dual nature, his inner sincerity, his
momplete psychology > it is the artist at maturity" of his v/ork
the poet himself says; "Y el merito principal de mi obra, si
alguno tiene, es el de ha&er puesto ami corazon al desnudo, el
de haber abierto de par en par las puertas y ventanas de mi
Castillo interior para ensenar a mis hermanos el habitaculo de
mis mas intimas ideas y de mis mas caros suenos."
How fortunate are we to stand close by the inner
castle of the poet and to look up at the intimate ideas and
the dear dreams of Ruben Dario as they fly out from the doors
and windows of his ivory tower to the celestial blue, clad in
the veil of illusion, bragile and magic as the veil of Qufcin MaB.
Isaac Goldberg- Studies in Spanish American Literature.
i
of the classic Horace. Yet when one considers deeply this
final emergence of the universal tough in Dario, one needs
realize that it is not sostrange a result, coning as it
does from the deep study and interpretation of the ancient
Greeks, the Latin poets, the Oriental culture, the France of
the 18th century, the philosophical Germany of Heine,
the Spain of all times, and the America of Guatamoc.
This absorption and mastery of totally distinct
nd foreign elements into one unified poetic outlook, subjugated
s
to the personality of Ruben Dario, this evolutmio n of his
poetic thought and aspirations is not half so astounding
as his conquest of self, the sonquest of the conflicting
elements that were at war within him, without which
triumphant struggle he could not have become the great poet that
he is, Ruben Dafrio is a sculptor, a musician and a poet of all
ages and of all eternities.
Rubdn Dario is one of the sons of the Old Spain
who has infused new life into one of her greatest attributes
—
her lyric poetry. Spain looks to her free and distant children
for many things and in Ruben Dario, at least, she is rewarded;
this ppet, hailing from the obscurities of Nicaragua, has
planted a gleaming banner of a new era in poetry which will
become a tradition with later poets, as surely as Columbus
pierced the soil of the new world with the royal insignia
of Spain. May Ruben Dario find a shrine in the heart of the
Spaniards along with the immortal Beccuer. In Spanish America
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his labors of love are recognized and his memory is eternal,
as Rodo says, "Habiamos tenido en America poetas inspirado3, y
poetas vigorosos, pero no habiamos tenido en Ameride un gran poeta
^ S 1
exquisite Ruben Dario «rs una joya de esa estufa."1 *
Dario 1 s prose is like a picture embodying thought
enclosed in an exquisite frame. His prose as well as his poetry
has had a profound influence on the prose of Spain as that of
Rodo who writes, ,l!Quien duda ya de que la caricia para el
i,
okdo, la virtud musical, sean tan propios de la prosa como del
* /
verso? Ruben Dario ha probado que domina con soberana majestad
el ritmo del ve rs o, ha probado que domina soberanamente tambien
el ritmo prosaico. . . . de Ruben Dario nacen versos preciosos,
persos de una distincion impecable y gentilicia, de un incomparable
refinamiento de efcpresion; versos' que parecen brindados, a quien
los lee, sobre la espuma que rebosa de un vino de oro en un
cristal de baccarat. ..." *
y
The history of moderism and the history of Ruben
Dario are inseparably entwined. The modernista revolt in the days
of its power and glory laadmany enemies . Its very name-
3.
modernism- was given it by those who wished to ridicule it.
While modernism was bent on completing its literary mission,
its standard-bearer was not allowed to pass by without the
censure of lampoons, jibes, and much misunderstanding criticism,,
Cejador y Prauca is salient among those who cannot understand,
he writes, "The great stupidity of Ruben Dario who might have
been a great American poet, and reduces himself to the position
1. Prologo de Rodc£ Prosas prof anas- g>age 8
2. " " " "9
3 # Anthology of the Modernista Movement- Coester- notes.

of one more in the cortege of Parisian metecos. • • " Cejador y Frauca
refuses to see any merit in modernism even though the revolt
has moulded to a great extent the fates of Baroja and Benavente
in the Old Spain. He refuses to realize that from the very
melting pot of modernism all confusions of thoughts and nationalities
have emerged as a the all-embracing view of humanism- a
quality which he refuses to see in Dario. All that Qejador y
Frauca can associate with the modernista movement is "fain
esoticism and tomfoolery. He seems to regret that Dario v/as
carried away by its absurdities, and was not the sort of poet
who could be classed according to nationality, Hw fails to
realizfc, however, that among Ruben Dario 1 s laurels is the
verdant spray of universality.
To me Ruben Dario is a poet of all eternity.
His art and his religion are so well blended that they have
become one*
Vidaluz y verd ad, tal triple llama
produce la interior llama infinita;
el Arte puro, como Cristo exclama:
Ego sum lu et Veritas et vita J
He himself might have cried out; "I am light and truth and life<t"
f or this triple flame burns infinitely in the soul of his art,
above all in the divine trinity of Azul
,
Prosas prof anas , and
Cantos de vida y esperanza * wherein the religion that is Ru ben
Dario 1 s art and the art that is his religion are forever in
perfect harmony, the living triumph of a sculptor, a musician,
and a poet who will dwell in the sacred grove of art forever*
s


